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LATE QUATERNARY EROSION CHRONOLOGY IN 

LOWLAND AND MID-ALTITUDE TASMANIA 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 

Establishing a chronology of late Quaternary landscape-forming events in lowland and mid-
altitude Tasmania and assigning causes to erosion have been limited by the small number of ages 
obtained and the limitations of dating methods. In this paper we critically assess previous 
Tasmanian studies, calibrate published 14C ages considered to be dependable and present 52 new 
14C and thermoluminescence (TL) ages for 25 sites around Tasmania. A total of 98 dependable 
finite ages (calibrated for 14C and ‘as measured’ for TL and optically stimulated luminescence 
(OSL) determinations) are listed for deposits comprising dunes, colluvium, alluvium and loess-
like aeolian deposits. Two fall in the >100 ka period, 11 fall in the period 65–40 ka, and the 
remainder in the period 40 ka to 0.3 ka. The number of erosion events per 5 ka increased three- to 
sixfold after 40 ka. No erosion events are recorded between 100 ka and 65 ka. 
 
We consider three possible biases that may have affected the age distribution obtained: the 
limitations of 14C dating, sampling bias, and preservation bias. We suggest that sampling may 
have favoured more recent dune strata, but that 14C dating limitations and preservation biases are 
unlikely to have significantly distorted the age distribution obtained. 
 
Long but intermittent aeolian deposition is recorded at two sites. Southwood B in the Huon 
catchment has the longest aeolian record in Tasmania, spanning the period 59–28 ka and more 
than 3 m of undated sands at this site are older than 59 ka. At the Dunlin Dune site in northeast 
Tasmania 3.8 m of sands have been dated in the 30–14 ka range and a buried podzol profile that 
formed between 21.0 and 15.9 ka is exceptionally well preserved and provides evidence for a 
brief wet period during or shortly after the LGM. Aeolian deposits are local and there is no 
evidence of regional loess deposits such as found in New Zealand. In general there have been 
three pulses of aeolian sedimentation: the first at 60–45 ka, the second at 35–15 ka and the third 
at 15–5 ka. The first two pulses were dominated by inland dunes and silty deposits and the third 
pulse was dominated by coastal dunesands.  
 
Alluvial deposition peaked between 40 and 35 ka and after 10 ka; no dated alluvial deposits occur 
between 10 and 20 ka. Absolute ages for colluvial deposits were obtained from only ten sites. 
Dated dolerite talus deposits (colluvium) predate the LGM and produced ages in the range >34 ka 
(by TL on overlying sands) to >50 cal ka (by radiocarbon on charcoal in palaeosols). In contrast 
the lower part of a  >5.3 m thick colluvial deposit derived from sedimentary rocks at Home Hill 
(80 m a.s.l.) in the Huon Valley was dated 21 and 25 cal ka, i.e. within the LGM.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The glacial history of Tasmania governs the erosion chronology of Tasmania’s mountains and 
uplands, and is well-documented (Augustinus et al. 2003; Caine 1983; Colhoun 1985a; Colhoun 
and Fitzsimons 1990; Colhoun et al. 1994; Fitzsimons and Colhoun 1991; Fitzsimons et al. 1990; 
Hopf et al. 2000; Kiernan 1991; Mackintosh et al. 2006; McMinn 2006). At individual sites on 
the Tasmanian lowlands and mid-altitude sites erosion events1 have been dated (e.g. Clark et al. 
2006; Colhoun 1977a; Colhoun 1977b; Colhoun and Goede 1979; Colhoun and van de Geer 
1986, 1987, 1998; Colhoun et al. 1982; McIntosh et al. 2004) but an assessment of erosion 
intensity over time, or different types of erosion over time, has not been possible, for three 
reasons: (1) insufficient numbers of ages have been obtained to allow erosion events to be 
confidently linked, either geographically or chronologically; (2) errors have become apparent in 
some age determinations, and some early-obtained ages have limitations which require careful 
evaluation; and (3) published Tasmanian 14C ages have not been calibrated (expressed as calendar 
years), so that comparison of ages obtained at different times and by different methods has not 
been possible. 
 
In this paper we review previous work on dating Tasmanian lowland and mid-altitude erosion and 
document new ages for aeolian, fluvial and colluvial deposits at 25 sites in the altitude range 0–
600 m. The review has particular relevance to the Forest Practices Code (Anon. 2000) which 
requires that ‘Forest operations should not result in a significant deviation from natural rates of 
erosion and landslides’ (Code, p. 52). A later paper (McIntosh, Price, Eberhard and Slee, in 
preparation) will interpret the erosion events in the context of climatic and anthropogenic 
processes occurring in southeast Australia. 

 
2. METHODS 
Two sites previously described (Blakes Opening: Colhoun and Goede (1979) and Cradoc Hill: 
McIntosh et al. (2004)) were revisited and resampled. Other accumulative sites were selected 
because they contained material suitable for dating by radiocarbon or thermoluminescence (TL) 
methods (charcoal or sands respectively). At these sites layers were described using the soil 
horizon nomenclature of McDonald et al. (1990). 
  
Standard decay-counting and AMS 14C dating of samples was performed by Waikato 
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory, Hamilton, New Zealand, after removal of all contaminants such 
as roots and fungal hyphae visible under a binocular microscope. Samples were pretreated with 
hot 10% HCl and hot 1% NaOH; the NaOH-insoluble fraction was further treated with hot 10% 
HCl, filtered, rinsed and dried. (Details of  sample preparation and dating methods employed are 
available on the Waikato Radiocarbon Dating laboratory website (www.radiocarbondating.com)). 
TL samples were analysed using the 90–125 μm quartz grain size fraction which was separated 
from the centre of the bulk samples. The outer layers were used to determine the radiation flux 
levels using thick source alpha counting and atomic emission spectrometry. The combined 
additive and regenerative protocols used ensured that there was no change in TL sensitivity due to 
the particular laboratory procedure being followed. It was assumed that the TL level at the time of 
deposition was that level attained following a 24 h laboratory exposure beneath an ultraviolet 
lamp (Philips MLU 300W). TL dating was performed using the methods described by Shepherd 
and Price (1990) and Nanson et al. (1991). 
  

                                                 
1 The term ‘erosion event’ is used in this paper to cover both the erosion and subsequent deposition of 
sediment. The dating methods referred to necessarily date the depositional phase of an erosion event, rather 
than the erosional phase, but the two phases are assumed to be virtually simultaneous. 
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Table 1.  Location and brief characteristics of deposits dated in this study. 
 
Site Location name Map reference 

(GDA) 
Type of deposit Altitude 

(m) 
1 Maynes Hill  462730 5263090 Colluvium with intercalated aeolian sediment 445 
2 Maynes Road 460872 5263880 Fan alluvium 345 
3 Cradoc Hill 505662 5227230 Loess-like aeolian deposit 250 
4 Rayners Hill 588524 5422754 Fan alluvium in gully 350 
5 Dunlin Dune 559765 5468939 Dunesand on coastal plain 35 

6 Blakes Opening 469162 5228133 Fan and backswamp alluvium 75 
7 Sharps Gully 540212 5304683 Fan alluvium with intercalated aeolian sediment 440 
8 Slees Cutting 471162 5228083 Aeolian sediment over terrace gravels and till 70 
9 Southwood A 487188 5225808    Dunesand in headwater basin 190 
10 Southwood B 487565 5230616 Dunesand with silty layers 120 
11 Tobermory Farm A 499371 5446363 Aeolian; low terrace 110 
12 Tobermory Farm B 499954 5446098 Aeolian; floodplain 105 
13 Italian River, West Coast 317997 5404164 Dunesand 10–50 
14 Sandy Cape, West Coast 312500 5413015 Dunesand 10–50 
15 Eva Point, West Coast 307288 5430888 Dunesand 10–50 
16 Ingram Bay, West Coast 308680 5427591 Dunesand 10–50 
17 Big Eel Creek, West Coast 307518 5431779 Dunesand 10–50 
18 Arthur River, West Coast 304274 5451499 Dunesand 10–50 
19 Woodstock Fan 503791 5232941 Fan and intercalated ?aeolian deposits 10 
20 Counsel coupe 5E 456650 5297821 Dolerite colluvium (talus) 580 
21 Counsel coupe 8C 455584 5302474 Dolerite colluvium (talus) 600 
22 North Clancy stream 578706 5401402 Floodplain alluvium 340 
23 Cokers Road 566067 5411417  Fan alluvium 365 
24 Home Hill landslide 503499 5239402 Colluvium 80 
25 Scamander River 586968 5422699 Fan alluvium 435 

 
Both previously published and new radiocarbon ages determined for this study have been 
converted to calendar years (calibrated) using CalPalonline (Danzeglocke et al. 2008, accessed 6 
February 2008). Infinite ages >40 ka are presented as published. For a complete list of ages used 
or discussed in this paper, previously published values and their original sources, laboratory 
numbers, brief stratigraphic details and uncertainty figures see Appendix 1. (In the text 
uncertainty figures are only given for previously unpublished ages.) For details of TL age 
determinations see Appendix 2. Locations of sites mentioned in the text are shown in Figure 1.  

 
3.  REVIEW 

 
3.1. Alluvial deposits 

 
3.1.1. Blakes Opening 

In an exposure on the south bank of the Huon River Colhoun and Goede (1979) examined a 
sequence of gravelly fan alluvium on laminated silty Huon River sediment on gravelly river 
alluvium (terrace gravels) on till. Wood in organic-rich silts (interpreted to be low-energy 
backswamp deposits of the Huon River, but possibly lake deposits) was dated >50 ka 
(uncalibrated) and 44.8 cal ka, and charcoal in overlying sandy deposits was dated 43.6 cal ka. 
Although charcoal fragments in the overlying fan deposits were dated 31.8 and 34.3 cal ka, these 
ages are now discounted (see section 4.4.3) and the fan deposits are considered to be older. 
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Figure 1.  Sites mentioned in the text. Sites with previously published ages are shown as open 
circles. Sites with new ages not previously published are shown as filled (black) circles. The grid 
squares are 100 km across and use the GDA datum.
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3.1.2. Scotts Peak Dam 
Using optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) methods, Clark et al. (2006) dated gravelly 
alluvial fan deposits bisected by the Edgar Fault at Scotts Peak Dam to between 28.8 and 25.3 ka 
(the weighted mean age of their samples EF08, 09 and 11 was 27.4 ka). They attributed the 
erosion to the removal of stabilising vegetation. The 27.4 ka mean age of the fan deposits was 
statistically indistinguishable from the date obtained for their ‘Terrace 2’ (28.0 ka; EF17) and the 
fan may have resulted from erosion of the terrace soon after the latter was deposited. Older 
terrace and fan deposits were dated 61.3 ka (EF6) and 47.7 ka (EF12). Silty sands underlying 
Terrace 2 were much older (>173 ka; EF10) and may be fan alluvium dating to the penultimate or 
older glacial stage. OSL ages for deposits close to the local fault scarp (samples EF03 and EF15) 
are not considered in this paper as they probably relate to local tectonic activity.  

 
3.1.3. Stanley River 

Nanson et al. (1995) 14C dated more than 85 subfossil logs and associated charcoal and wood in 
the Stanley River, western Tasmania. They deduced that between c. 18 and 10 cal ka the Stanley 
River changed from a vigorous and probably braided gravel-bed stream actively reworking its 
alluvial base to a gradually migrating anabranching system in dense forest vegetation, but they 
warned against using the ages of buried logs to date alluvial phases as some trees grew over 
periods of 2 ka and palaeochannels contained mixed assemblages of old and new logs. (Logs 
lying in the present channel ranged from modern to about 10 cal ka.) For this reason the ages 
obtained by Nanson et al. (1995) have not been used in the present study.  

 
3.1.4. Welcome River 

At Welcome River in northwest Tasmania Colhoun (1983) obtained a 14C age of 35.7 cal ka for 
unspecified organic material within coarse alluvial gravels overlying Tertiary calcarenites. The 
gravels were overlain by undated dunes, assumed to be Holocene.  

 
3.1.5. Dazzler Range 

Four radiocarbon assays of wood and charcoal in alluvial fans (gravels and sands) in streams 
draining the western and eastern slopes of the Dazzler Range in northern Tasmania indicated 
deposition during the mid to late Holocene at 6.0–1.7 cal ka (Kiernan 1998). 

 
3.1.6. Tea Tree Rivulet 

At Tea Tree Rivulet south of Buckland in southeast Tasmania Goede (1973) obtained five ages 
ranging from 6.5–3.2 cal ka for wood fragments and logs within fine-grained outwash (silty sand 
and clays) forming aggradation terraces.  
 

3.1.7. Lake Selina 
At Lake Selina at 516 m altitude in the West Coast range Colhoun et al. (1999) drilled a sediment 
core and obtained three ages for silts from the Last Glacial. In order of increasing depth these 
were 21.9, 22.8 and 38.7 cal ka. Colhoun et al. (1999) considered that the silts were indicative of 
the period of maximum cold. However, they do not appear to be indicative of significant erosion 
at this time. Ages from deeper in the core had the potential to date the beginning of erosion but 
were discounted as too young, probably because of humic contamination. An age for organic-rich 
muds overlying the silts indicate that erosion decreased about 17.4 cal ka. 

 
3.2. Dunesands 
 

3.2.1. Ainslie dunes 
OSL dating of quartz sands in the west-northwest–east-southeast trending Ainslie linear dunes on 
the coastal plains of northeast Tasmania by Duller and Augustinus (2006) resulted in original 
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ages obtained (Duller and Augustinus 1997) being revised: dunes which had previously been 
assessed as active between 44 and 29 ka were redated to between 24 and 22 ka. Other dunes 
accumulated from 20 to 17 ka. The beginning of dune activity could not be deduced because 
analysed samples were from upper exposed layers in road cuttings and shallow pits: 10 samples 
were from 1–2 m depth and one sample was from 3 m depth.  
 

3.2.2. Eastern Tasmania 
In southeast Tasmania dune deposits at Pipe Clay Lagoon and Malcolms Hut Road, near 
Richmond were dated to between 30.3 cal ka and 26.3 cal ka2 (Colhoun 1977a, 1985a; Hopf et al. 
2000). Ages of 4.7 cal ka and 5.6 cal ka were obtained for Aboriginal hearths within dune 
deposits at the inland Crown Lagoon site (Lourandos 1977) and 9.6, 9.4 and 9.3 cal ka for a near-
coastal lunette at Rushy Lagoon in northeast Tasmania (Cosgrove 1985), indicating that dunes 
were still active in the Holocene, both inland and near the coast.  
 

3.2.3. Southwest Tasmania 
Coastal dunes activity in southwest Tasmania (Southeast Cape to Low Rocky Point) between 
14 ka and 11 ka (Cullen 1998) is explained by the rapidly rising sea level causing coastal erosion 
in this period (Pye 1984; Lees 2006); other ages obtained by Cullen indicated dune accumulation 
in the later Holocene (7–5 ka). A set of palaeosols, some disturbed by Aboriginal middens, at Nye 
Bay 20 km north of Low Rocky Point was radiocarbon dated in the 0.4–0.75 ka (uncalibrated) 
range, except for one palaeosol which was dated 0.02 ka (Pemberton and Cullen 1999), indicating 
alternating stable and unstable conditions, as expected in coastal dunes on the exposed west coast. 
The approximate mean calibrated age was 0.55 cal ka. The absence of ages between 5 ka and 1 ka 
may indicate relative stability of the dunes at about this time, but could be a chance effect of 
sampling.  
 
3.3. Other aeolian deposits 
From a 7 m thick loess-like aeolian deposit in a gully at 250 m altitude near Cygnet, downwind 
(east) of the Huon River floodplain, six TL ages in the range 31.8–25.3 ka  (mean age 28.3 ka) 
were obtained (McIntosh et al. 2004). There was no detectable age trend within the deposit and 
the authors concluded that the entire deposit had accumulated in a short period, with one break in 
deposition represented by a clayey layer. 

 
3.4. Colluvium 
 

3.4.1. Henty Bridge 
At Henty Bridge Colhoun (1985b) dated lenses of organic clays and silt (lake deposits) in 
solifluction deposits overlying till. At the base of the deposits was a tree stump dated >39.6 cal 
ka. Ages obtained for the organic clays and one for wood fragments within the clays agreed 
closely: 28.3, 30.3 and 28.6 cal ka but a fourth sample of wood fragments was dated >39.1 cal ka. 
Colhoun (1985b) argued that the older wood fragments were probably derived from trees of about 
the same age as the dated stump. A reasonable interpretation is that the organic clays and silts 
were deposited slowly around 29.1 cal ka during a period when colluvial deposition from slopes 
around the lake temporarily ceased. 
 

3.4.2. Darwin Crater 
The sedimentary record in a shallow pit 1.5 m deep in Darwin Crater (Colhoun and van de Geer 

                                                 
2 Although Hopf et al. (2000) quoted SUA153 (23.7±0.5 cal ka) for the initiation of dune formation at Pipe 
Clay Lagoon, Colhoun (1977a) considered the older age of the duplicate sample SUA153/2 to be more 
reliable, so the latter age has been quoted here. 
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1998) at 180–200 m altitude at the southern end of the West Coast Range indicated that gravelly 
slope colluvium accumulated before 44 ka (uncalibrated age on organic clays) and a clayey 
depositional phase continued to c. 40 cal ka when gravelly slope colluvium again accumulated. 
However, these ages are all near the limits of 14C dating and the gravel/clay/gravel sequence 
could well represent penultimate glacial/Last Interglacial/Last Glacial deposits, or alternatively 
relate to changing conditions in the early and middle Last Glacial.  
 

3.4.3. Monpeelyata canal 
In a section in the Monpeelyata Canal on the central plateau Colhoun (1978) obtained a 14C age of 
35.3 cal ka for a palaeosol within solifluction deposits. 
 

3.4.4. Northwest Tasmania 
Hillside erosion in the late Last Glacial is evident from an age of 16.6 cal ka obtained for 
quartzite slope deposits at Hardstaff Creek in northwestern Tasmania and an age of 17.1 cal ka 
for charcoal in an A horizon overlain by solifluction deposits at 500 m in the Florentine Valley 
(Colhoun 2002). A more complete record (now obscured) occurred at a coastal quarry at Rocky 
Cape, northwest Tasmania (Colhoun 1977b), where an upper deposit of angular quartzitic fan 
gravels (containing charcoal and a buried soil horizon with in-situ roots) overlay older indurated 
deposits of presumed penultimate glacial age. Five 14C ages obtained from charcoal and wood 
fragments in the upper deposit ranged from 28.8 cal ka to 37.3 cal ka. The youngest age of 
28.8 cal ka from the palaeosol was problematic because charcoal from horizons above and below 
it, vertically separated by c. 4 m, were dated 37.0 and 37.3 cal ka respectively. In considering this 
anomaly, it seems more likely that the dated palaeosol contained young material (possibly 
penetrant roots) than that a remnant source of charcoal c. 37 ka old survived to provide two lenses 
of charcoal separated vertically by 4 m. The 28.8 cal ka age for the palaeosol is therefore 
discounted. Associated pollen diagrams indicated that an open ‘dry’ eucalypt forest, at first with a 
grassy understorey and later associated with Casuarina trees, occupied the catchment between 
‘heavy firing’ events (Colhoun 1977b).  
 

3.4.5. Mathinna district 
That significant erosion may have occurred on hillslopes in northeast Tasmania during the 
Holocene and before European arrival is indicated by two sites sampled by N. Caine and listed by 
Kigoshi (1967). An age of 3.8 cal ka was obtained for wood in a buried A horizon overlain by 
sandy alluvium on the slopes of Mt Albert at 792 m altitude and an age of 2.5 cal ka was obtained 
for woody fragments in colluvial gravels on the Mathinna Plains Road at 427 m altitude. 
Stratigraphic and sampling details were sparse and the possibility that the dated wood fragments 
were the remains of relatively recent penetrant roots needs to be considered. 

 
3.4.6. Dolerite ‘talus’ 

A widely occurring deposit peculiar to upland and mid-altitude Tasmania (and occasionally 
extending to lowlands) has been mapped as Quaternary ‘dolerite talus’ (e.g. the Qptd map unit 
of Calver and Everard (1999)). Dolerite talus is essentially a misnomer for a variety of 
Quaternary deposits of different origins that, using Ahnert’s (1998) geomorphological 
classification, includes talus (s.s.), rock falls, gelifluction deposits, solifluction deposits, rock 
glaciers and landslides, all of which have been identified in dolerite terrain (Davies 1967; 
Derbyshire 1973; Caine 1968, 1983; Colhoun 2002; Barrows et al. 2004; McIntosh 2006a, b; 
Mackintosh et al. 2006). Some dolerite talus is strongly weathered, so that little evidence of its 
original fabric remains, whereas other dolerite talus is weakly weathered and the original fabric of 
stones, boulders and interstitial material or large pores is evident. This range of weathering 
indicates a long history of deposition with weathering probably spanning several glacial and 
interglacial periods. 36Cl dating of dolerite boulders on Ben Lomond and Mount Wellington by 
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Barrows et al. (2004) yielded ages between 498 ka and 22 ka and indicated that periglacial 
activity peaked during the LGM and that there was an earlier period of periglacial activity at 
about 58 ka; older ages were difficult to interpret. 
 
4.  RESULTS 
Site locations for the exposures described and analysed in this paper are shown in Figure 1 and 
listed in Table 1. 

 
4.1. Mixed deposits and colluvium 
 

4.1.1. Maynes Hill  
The Maynes Hill section at 445 m altitude is a road cutting located 200 m east of Maynes Hill 
Quarry in the Tyenna River catchment, a subcatchment of the Derwent River. It consists of slope 
colluvium with intercalated silty deposits that have accumulated in a depression between the 
double crest of Maynes Hill (Figure 2; Table 2). The overall slope is about 16o southwards. The 
underlying rock is Permian siltstone, and fine sandstones also occur in the vicinity. The section 
consists of five layers of silty and fine sandy loam texture, some of which contain angular stones 
of Permian rocks and quartz gravels. As the silty layers 3 and 4, which together are 1.36 m thick, 
do not contain stones or gravels, despite gravels being present in the immediate vicinity, they may 
be aeolian. Charcoal is present in the silty layer at 3.1 m depth, which is capped by a weakly 
developed buried A1 horizon. The charcoal, AMS dated 29.7±0.5 cal ka (Wk17270), indicates 
when the surrounding vegetation was burnt and layer 3 deposited. The A1 horizon development 
indicates a period of landscape stability. The overlying gravelly layers mark the end of the stable 
period. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.  The slope colluvium at Maynes Hill (Site 1). The arrow indicates the charcoal-rich layer (Layer 
3). Red numerals indicate layer numbers (see Table 2). 

1 
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Table 2.  Maynes Hill (Site 1). 
 
Layer Depth  

(m)  
Interpretation  Age 

(cal ka) 
Detailed description 

6.3 0–0.48 Greyish brown (10YR5/2) fine sandy loam; 30% 
angular quartzite gravels 20–80 mm diameter. 
(A1.1 soil horizon.) 

6.2 0.48–0.64 Very dark greyish brown (2.5Y3/2) fine sandy 
loam. (A1.2 soil horizon.) 

6.1 0.64–0.75 

Grey stony 
colluvium 

 

Greyish brown (2.5Y5/2) fine sandy loam (15% 
clay est.) with inclusions of very dark greyish 
brown (2.5Y3/2) organic-rich material; c. 80% sub 
angular fine sandstone gravels at base. (A2 soil 
horizon.) 

5.2 0.75–1.10 Yellowish brown (10YR5/6) silty loam with 
inclusion of very dark greyish brown (10YR3/2) 
organic-rich material; 30% subangular fine 
sandstone gravels. (B2.1 soil horizon.) 

5.1 1.10–1.27 

Orange-brown 
gravelly 
colluvium 

 

Yellowish brown (10YR5/8) silty loam with light 
yellowish brown (2.5Y6/4) mottles; 10% 
subangular fine sandstone gravels. (B2.2 soil 
horizon.) 

4.3 1.27–1.50 Light olive brown (2.5Y5/3) silty loam. 
4.2 1.50–1.51 Dark reddish brown (5YR3/3) Fe pan. 
4.1 1.51–2.04 

Pale brown fine 
sandy colluvium 
or aeolian 
deposit 

 

Brown (10YR5/3) fine sandy loam with yellowish 
brown (10YR5/6) mottles. 

3.2 2.04–2.12  Brown (7.5YR5/2) silt. (Weak palaeosol; A1b 
horizon.) 

3.1 2.12–2.63 
 
 

Silty/fine sandy 
colluvium or 
aeolian deposit AMS 

Wk17270 
29.7± 0.5  

Brown (7.5YR5/2) silty loam/fine sandy loam 
with charcoal fragments. (Weak palaeosol; A1b 
horizon.) 

2 2.63–2.90 Stony brown 
colluvium 

 Greyish brown (10YR5/2) sand with angular 
quartzite and rounded fine sandstone gravels to 30 
mm diameter. 

1 2.90+ Brown 
weathered in-situ 
siltstone 

 Brownish yellow (10YR6/8) silty loam with light 
yellowish brown (2.5Y6/4) mottles 2 cm diameter; 
10% subangular fine sandstone gravels. 
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4.1.2. Maynes Road 
The Maynes Road section (Table 3) at 345 m altitude is located 7 km west-southwest of Maydena 
in the Tyenna River catchment, and 2 km west of the Maynes Hill section described above. It is a 
road cutting through an alluvial fan deposited by a stream draining an approximately 20 ha steep 
catchment containing Cambrian mudstones, sandstones and metamorphic rocks. The fan alluvium 
has a silty and fine sandy texture. Two alluvial layers can be separated on the basis of mottle 
abundance and the layer of charcoal at the top of layer 1. Charcoal was sampled from this layer 
and from part of the upper layer (layer 2) exposed in a ditch on the downslope side of the road. 
Layer 1 was AMS dated >42 ka (Wk17844; uncalibrated) and Layer 2 14.5±0.4 cal ka 
(Wk17845). There is no indication of Last Interglacial soil development at the site so it is 
concluded that Layer 1 accumulated in the early Last Glacial. 
 
Table 3.  Maynes Road (Site 2). 
 

Layer Depth  
(m)  

Interpretation Age  
(ka) 

Brief description 

2.3 0–0.15  Very dark greyish brown (10YR3/2) fine sandy 
loam. 

2.2 0.15–1.13 Yellowish brown (10YR5/6) silty loam with 
10% light grey (2.5Y7/2) mottles 5 mm 
diameter. 

2.1 1.13–1.70 

Silty alluvium  
 
 
 
 
1see 
footnote 

White (5Y8/1) silty loam with 45% brownish 
yellow (10YR6/6) mottles 10 mm diameter. 

1.1 1.70–2.00+ 
 

Silty alluvium AMS 
Wk17844 
>422 

White (5Y8/1) silty loam/fine sandy loam with 
10% yellow (10YR8/6) mottles 10–20 mm 
diameter; charcoal fragments in top 100 mm of 
horizon. 

 
1 Charcoal from a white silty loam deposit exposed in a ditch opposite the above road cutting, and deduced 
to be from Layer 2 as defined above, was dated at 14.5±0.4 cal ka (Wk17845; standard 14C). 
2 Uncalibrated. 

 
  
4.1.3. Sharps Gully 

Sharps Gully is a c. 200 m long eroded drainage depression at 440 m altitude in hilly farmland 
underlain by Triassic sandstone in the headwaters of the Little Swanport River in the Tasmanian 
Midlands. At the sampling site (Figure 3; Table 4) is exposed 1.45 m of gravelly fan alluvium 
overlying 2.05 m of sand which in turn overlies further gravelly fan alluvium. As at Maynes Hill 
the absence of gravels in the sandy material, despite the abundance of gravels and rock outcrops 
in adjacent gully sides, indicates that the sands may be aeolian and derived from wind erosion of 
locally exposed sandstones and soils. The southeast aspect of the gully, in the lee of prevailing 
westerly winds, would have favoured sand accumulation. TL ages for the sandy material 
(23.5±1.7 and 24.6±1.8 ka; W3958 and W3957 respectively) date the accumulation event (Table 
10). Charcoal near the top of the sands was AMS dated 30.1±0.3 cal ka (Wk18972). As the 
charcoal lies close to the overlying gravelly layer, we conclude that destruction of vegetation 
cover by fire may have initiated local erosion and the deposition of gravelly alluvium containing 
older charcoal. 
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Figure 4. Sharps Gully section (Site 7), showing the distinct boundary between the aeolian sands (layer 2) 
and overlying gravelly fan deposits (Layer 3) at 1.45 m depth and the charcoal layer at 1.45–1.60 m depth 
(arrowed) and the two sampling positions for TL dating, centred at 1.95 and 2.99 m depth (sampling tins). 
 

2.1 
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2.3 
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Table 4.  Sharps Gully (Site 7). 
 
Layer Depth  

(m)  
Interpretation  Age and 

sampling 
depth 
(cal ka)1 

Brief description 

3.2 0–0.35  Very dark greyish brown (2.5Y3/2) fine sand with 
30% angular sandstone gravels 10–30 mm 
diameter. 

3.1 0.35–1.45 

Fan alluvium 

 Light grey (5Y7/1) medium sand with 40% 
angular sandstone gravels 10–40 mm diameter; 
humic/clay lamellae at 50–100 mm spacing 
(illuvial). 

2.4 1.45–1.60 
 

AMS 
Wk18972 
30.1±0.3 

Pale yellow (2.5Y7/3) loose medium sand with 
abundant charcoal flecks 1–4 mm diameter. 

2.3 1.60–2.60 
 

W3957 
24.6±1.8 
(1.95 m) 

Pale yellow to very pale brown (2.5Y7/3 to 
10YR7/3) loose medium sand; four thin (3 mm) 
intermittent humic/clay lamellae 10YR4/4; 1% 
brownish yellow (10YR6/6) mottles (after roots). 

2.2 2.60–2.90  Pale yellow (2.5Y7/4) medium to coarse sand; 
10 mm wide band of strong brown (7.5YR5/6) at 
top and 10 mm band of light olive brown 
(2.5Y5/4) at base. 

2.1 2.90–3.50 
 

Aeolian sand 

W3958 
23.5±1.7 
(2.99 m) 

Very dark greyish brown (10YR3/2) medium 
sand with few charcoal flecks in a 10 mm band at 
3.27 m. 

1.1 on Fan alluvium  Gravelly sand. 
 
1For AMS age only; TL ages quoted as reported. 
 
 
 

4.1.4. Counsel coupes 
Layered dolerite colluvium (talus) containing charcoal was exposed in two forestry coupes in the 
Counsel area of the northern Florentine Valley in the catchment of the Derwent River. In one 
coupe (Counsel 5E) the layering was exposed as the backwall of a recent landslide (Figure 4; 
Table 5). In the other (Counsel 8C) the layering was exposed in a road cutting (Figure 5; Table 6). 
In each case the charcoal was found in a buried A horizon and if it assumed that landscape 
instability resulted from the vegetation burn that produced the charcoal, the age of the charcoal 
provides an approximate age for the erosion event recorded by the upper layer. In both exposures 
the charcoal in the lower layer was AMS dated >45 ka (uncalibrated).  The one absolute age 
obtained was AMS dated 54.0±5.9 cal ka (Wk22697); although the sample was meticulously 
checked to remove any modern contaminants and was given the normal laboratory pretreatments 
the age must be treated with caution as only small amounts of modern carbon would be required 
to ‘create’ an absolute age in a sample >45 ka. These ages indicate that the lower dolerite talus 
layers are >50 cal ka and the upper layer, if resulting from the fires that produced the charcoal, 
may be tentatively dated c. 54 cal ka. 
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Figure 4.  The backwall of the landslide in coupe Counsel 5E. Layer 1.1 at 2.45–3.00 m depth and Layer 
2.3 at 1.65–2.10 m depth were sampled for charcoal. Ages obtained were >45.2 ka (Wk22698; 
uncalibrated) and  54.0±5.9 cal ka (Wk22697) respectively. 
 

1.1 

3.1 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 
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 Table 5.  Counsel coupe 5E (Site 20). 
 

Layer Depth  
(m) 

Interpretation Age 
(cal ka) 

Brief description  
 

3.5 0–0.20  Very dark greyish brown (10YR3/3) very bouldery and 
stony clay. (A11 horizon.) 

3.4 0.20–0.50  Dark yellowish brown (10YR4/4) very bouldery and 
stony clay. (B1 horizon.) 

3.3 0.50–0.75  Yellowish brown (10YR5/6) very bouldery and stony 
clay. (B21w horizon.) 

3.2 0.75–1.10  Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) very bouldery and stony 
clay. (B22w horizon.) 

3.1 1.10–1.65 

Third dolerite 
colluvium (talus) 
layer 

 Yellowish brown (10YR5/4) very bouldery and stony 
clay. (B22w horizon.) 

2.4 1.65–2.10 AMS 
Wk22697 
54.0±5.9 

Yellowish brown (10YR5/4) very bouldery and stony 
clay; abundant charcoal fragments. (A1b horizon.) 

2.3 2.10–2.30  Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) very bouldery and stony 
clay. (B2wb horizon.) 

2.2 2.30–2.45 

Second dolerite 
colluvium (talus) 
layer  

 Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) very bouldery and stony 
clay; two Mn/Fe bands 10–20 mm thick at top and 
bottom of layer. (B2gb horizon.) 

1.1 2.45–3.00+ First dolerite 
colluvium (talus) 
layer 

AMS 
Wk22698 
>45.201 

Light olive brown (2.5Y5/6) ) very bouldery and stony 
clay; massive; abundant soft charcoal fragments. (BCb 
horizon.) 

 

1 Uncalibrated. 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.  Counsel coupe 8C (Site 21). 
 

Layer Depth  
(m) 

Interpretation Age 
(ka) 

Brief description  
 

2.4 0–0.50  Dark greyish brown (10YR3/3) very bouldery and stony 
clay; 60% subangular dolerite boulders to 400 mm 
diameter. (A11 horizon.) 

2.3 0.50–1.00  Yellowish red (5YR4/6) very bouldery and stony clay; 
60% subangular dolerite boulders to 200 mm diameter. 
(B21w horizon.) 

2.2 1.00–2.10  Yellowish red (5YR4/6) very bouldery and stony clay; 
60% subangular dolerite boulders to 200 mm diameter. 
(B22w horizon.) 

2.1 2.10–2.50 

Second dolerite 
colluvium 
(talus) layer 

 Strong brown (7.5YR5/8) very bouldery and stony clay; 
30% yellowish brown (10YR5/4) mottles 1 cm 
diameter;  60% subangular dolerite boulders to 200 mm 
diameter. (B22w/A1b horizon.) 

1.2 2.5–3.10 AMS 
Wk22699 
>49.531 

Yellowish brown (5YR4/4) very bouldery and stony 
silty clay; 35% dark reddish grey (5YR4/2) mottles 1 cm 
diameter; 75% subangular dolerite boulders to 400 mm 
diameter; abundant charcoal fragments. (A1b horizon.) 

1.1 3.10–3.60+ 

First dolerite 
colluvium 
(talus) layer 

 Strong brown (7.5YR5/6) very bouldery and stony silty 
clay; 80% subangular dolerite boulders to 2 m diameter. 
(B2b horizon.) 

 
1 Uncalibrated. 
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Figure 5.  Counsel coupe 8C. The pick blade at 2.5 m depth marks the top of a palaeosol containing 
charcoal fragments, which was sampled between the depths shown by the arrows and was dated  
>49.53 ka  (Wk22699; uncalibrated). Layer 2 above the palaeosol is generally yellower (7.5YR hue 
compared to 5YR hue in the palaeosol) but contains lobes of redder colluvium (indicated by dotted line) 
eroded from the underlying layer (Layer 1). 
 

4.1.5. Home Hill  
A landslide backwall at Home Hill (Figure 6; Table 7) on the northern flanks of the Huon Valley 
has revealed >5 m of layered fine colluvium which is deduced to have formed by the frost 
shattering of underlying Permian mudstone and siltstone in the manner described for ‘frittered 
mudstone’ (McIntosh et al. 1990; Lynn and Crippen 1991). The original deposit appears to have 
been a porous coarse sand and fine gravel deposit but has weathered to predominantly sandy clay 
loam in its lower part (Layer 1) and to sandy loam in its upper part (Layer 2). Clay-rich bands 
occur at 10–20 cm intervals throughout the deposit and their geometry indicates that they are 
pedogenic (post-depositional) and probably resulted from progressive clay redistribution shortly 
after each episode of deposition of the coarse sand and fine gravel, in the manner described by 
Kemp and McIntosh (1989) for sandy loess deposits in New Zealand. 
 
One standard 14C age (21.8±0.4 cal ka; Wk22695) and one AMS age (24.8±0.2 cal ka; 
Wk22695) obtained for charcoal in the lower layer (Layer 1) indicate that at least the lower part 
of this deposit accumulated in the LGM, probably under very dry, unvegetated conditions with 
heavy frosts. It is speculated that flushing of the profile with water from the melting of frozen 
ground or snow may have eluviated clay into the pedogenic clay bands. 

Layer 1 

Layer 2 

Layer 1 
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Table 7. Home Hill landslide (Site 24). 
 

Layer Depth 
(m) 

Interpretation 14C sample 
and age  
(cal ka) 

Brief description  
 

2.6 0–0.26 A1 horizon in fine 
colluvium  

 Very dark grey (10YR3/1) fine sand. 

2.5 0.26–0.39 A2 horizon in fine 
colluvium 

 Greyish brown (10YR5/2) medium sand. 

2.4 0.39–0.89 Fine colluvium  Yellowish brown (10YR5/8) gravelly silty clay; 30% 
fine gravels 2–4 mm diameter. 

2.3 0.89–1.19 Fine colluvium  Yellowish brown (10YR5/8) loamy coarse sand.  
2.2 1.19–1.55 Fine colluvium  Brownish yellow (10YR6/8) slightly gravelly sandy 

loam; 5% gravels 2–4 mm diameter. 
2.1 1.55–2.25 Fine colluvium  Brownish yellow (10YR6/8) loamy coarse sand.  
1.5 2.25–3.60 Fine colluvium  Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) sandy clay loam with 

100–150 mm thick bands of strong brown (7.5YR5/6) 
sandy clay loam.  

1.4 3.60–3.70 Fine colluvium Standard 14C  
Wk22695 
21.8±0.4 

Prominent charcoal band in brownish yellow 
(10YR6/6) sandy clay loam matrix. 

1.3 3.70–4.70 Fine colluvium  Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) gravelly sandy clay loam 
with 100–150 mm thick bands of yellow (10YR7/6) 
gravelly coarse sandy clay loam; 10% gravels to 
5 mm diameter. 

1.2 4.70–4.80 Fine colluvium AMS 
Wk22696 
24.8±0.2 

Prominent charcoal band in brownish yellow 
(10YR6/6) sandy clay loam matrix. 

1.1 4.80–5.30+   Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) sandy clay loam.  
 
 

Figure 6.  The Home Hill landslide backwall, 
showing the two charcoal sampling sites 
(arrowed) in Layer 1. Weathering has 
emphasised the clay-rich bands in the deposit: 
these bands are more resistant to erosion and 
form a ladder-like pattern on the exposed face. Layer 1 

Layer 2 
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4.2. Dunes 
 

4.2.1. Dunlin Dune 
The Dunlin dune (Figure 7; Table 8) at 35 m altitude is 2 km south of the Waterhouse Road at 
Tomahawk, northeast Tasmania. The nearest coastline is 12.5 km west-northwest. The prevailing 
wind is from the west-northwest which is also the orientation of the predominant longitudinal 
dunes in this area. However, the Dunlin dune is a crescentic dune about 100 m wide with tails 
pointing east-southeast around a small swamp. It is possible that the wet ground at the site has 
encouraged vegetation growth that has in turn trapped sand, leading to the formation of a 
stationary dune. On account of its crescentic shape, the dune has been used unsuccessfully as a 
farm dam for an unknown (but probably short) period. Impounded water has broken through the 
windward wall of the dune. Prior to water breaking through some erosion of the northern tail 
occurred, exposing soil layers (Figure 7) as follows: (1) a thin cover of recent sand, which has 
accumulated in the last 50 years (as evidenced by plastic fragments at its base); (2) a 1.93 m thick 
layer of sand in which a podzolised profile with marked eluviated and humus-enriched horizons 
has developed; and (3) a 1.38 m layer of sand in which a second podzolised but buried profile, 
also with eluviated and humus-enriched horizons, has developed. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7.  Dunlin dune, showing the prominent buried podzol profile (Layer 1) consisting of A1b, A2b, 
Bhb and Cb/Bhb horizons, below the spade blade. Above the spade blade is the present podzol profile with 
similar horizonation (Layer 2) overlain by 50 mm of recent sand (Layer 3) (not visible).

Layer 1 

Layer 2 
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Table 8. Dunlin dune (site 5). 
 

Layer Depth  
(m) 

Interpretation TL sampling 
depth and 
age  
(ka) 

Brief description 

3 0–0.05 Recent 
coversand 

 Dark yellowish brown (10YR4/4) sand; plastic 
fragment at base. (Recent sand.) 

2.5 0.05–0.25  Very dark brown (7.5YR2.5/2) loamy sand; 
aboriginal artifact of quartz on surface of horizon. (A1 
horizon.) 

2.4 0.25–0.38  Light brownish grey (10YR6/2) medium sand. (A2 
horizon.) 

2.3 0.38–1.15 W3913 
(0.72–0.84 m) 
14.5±1.4 

Brown (10YR4/3) medium sand with 5% weakly 
cemented brownish yellow (10YR6/8) Fe concretions 
200 mm diameter and 5% weakly cemented very dark 
greyish brown (10YR3/2) organic concretions 200 
mm diameter and 2% soft dark greyish brown 
(10YR3/2) concretions 50 mm diameter. (B2hs 
horizon.) 

2.2 1.15–1.38 W3914 
(1.25–1.37 m) 
15.9±1.3 

Yellowish brown (10YR5/4) medium sand with 10% 
mottles very dark greyish brown (10YR3/2) 0.05 m 
diameter. (C/Bh1 horizon.) 

2.1 1.38–1.98 

Dunesand with 
podzol profile 
 

 Brown (10YR5/3) medium sand with 10% mottles 
very dark greyish brown (10YR3/2) 50 mm diameter. 
(C/Bh2 horizon.) 

1.6 1.98–2.22 W3915 
(2.03–2.15 m) 
21.0±1.5 

Dark grey (2.5Y4/1) medium sand with charcoal 
fragments and roots. (Buried topsoil: A1b horizon.) 

1.5 2.22–2.57 W3916 
(2.40–2.52 m) 
23.5±1.8 

Very pale brown (10YR8/2) medium sand. (A2b 
horizon.) 

1.4 2.57–2.84 W3917 
(2.67–2.79 m) 
26.3±2.1 

Yellow (2.5Y7/6) medium sand with 30% black 
(10YR2/2) soft concretions 50 mm diameter. 
(A2b/Bhb horizon.) 

1.3 2.84–3.14 

Dunesand with 
buried podzol 
profile 

 Very dark greyish brown (10YR3/2) weakly 
cemented medium sand with 30% yellow (2.5Y7/6) 
mottles of loose sand 30 mm diameter. (Bhb horizon.) 

1.2 3.14–3.83  W3918 
(3.27–3.39 m) 
29.0±2.4 

Brown sand with weakly cemented black concretions 
(Cb/Bhb horizon.) 

1.1 3.83–4.85   Light brownish grey sand (Cgb horizon.) 

 
TL ages (Table 8) show that the dune was accumulating at c. 29 ka (and probably earlier as 
undated sands are present for at least 1 m below the oldest dated layer) and continued 
accumulating at a rate of about 0.2 mm per year until 21.0±1.5 ka. At this time or shortly 
afterwards accumulation of sand slowed or stopped and there was a period of ground surface 
stability during which an organic-matter rich A1 horizon and a podzolised profile developed 
under soil-acidifying vegetation. Sometime before 16 ka rapid sand accumulation resumed, 
burying the lower podzolised profile. This second phase of sand accumulation finished after 
14.5 ka and another podzolised profile formed in the freshly-deposited material, again under 
vegetation cover. Minor sand accumulation also occurred after about 1950. 
 
The site’s significance is that it indicates that (1) there were two periods of dune initiation (and 
dry windy conditions), and both occurred in the Last Glacial; (2) there were two periods of land 
stability and podzol formation: one of these was between 21–16 ka, within or soon after the 
LGM, and the other began after 14.5 ka and includes the present day.  
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4.2.2. Southwood A 
The Southwood A road section (Figure 8; Table 9) at 190 m altitude is in the rolling upper 
catchment of Billy Creek, a tributary of the Arve River in the Huon catchment. The mean annual 
rainfall at the site is about 1200 mm. The section exposes 1.88 m of weathered dunesand 
overlying strongly weathered dolerite. The dolerite outcrop is local and may be a weathered dyke. 
The surrounding rocks are Triassic sandstone. The unmapped lower terraces of the Arve River 
3.5 km to the northwest have intermittent dunesand cover (P. McIntosh, unpublished 
observations) and these terraces as well as sandy soils in the vicinity of the site may have been the 
source of the sandy deposits. Dolerite stones form a stone line at the contact with the overlying 
dunesand. Discarding the thickness of the weathering rind of one stone, which had an outlying 
value of 13 mm, the mean weathering rind thickness of nine stones was 0.48 mm, implying an 
early Last Glacial age for the palaeosurface (Kiernan 1990; Kiernan et al. 2001). (The stone with 
a 13 mm weathering rind may have retained weathering rind from an earlier weathering episode.)  
 
Two TL samples from 0.74 m and 1.48 m depth were dated 18.7±1.2 ka (W3959) and 
19.1±1.3 ka (W3960) respectively, indicating that the dunesand accumulated at the end of LGM. 
The site demonstrates that the Arve River catchment, which in this area is at 60–70 m altitude and 
which presently receives >1200 mm mean annual rainfall, was probably very dry during the LGM 
and had little or no forest cover, and acted as a source of sand for aeolian deposits, some of which 
formed small isolated dunes that were blown southeastwards and upslope. Vegetation stature on 
the moisture-retentive clay-rich weathered dolerite at the dune locality at the time may have been 
greater rather than on the shallow (droughty) soils formed in the surrounding sandstone, and this 
better vegetation cover may have stabilised the migrating dune.  
 

Figure 8. The Southwood A site, 
showing the dunesand  (Layer 2) 
overlying weathered in situ dolerite 
(Layer 1). The sampling positions 
for TL are arrowed. 

Layer 2 

Layer 1 
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Table 9.  Southwood A (Site 9). 
 

Layer1 Depth  
(m) 

Interpretation TL sampling  
depth and age 
(ka) 

Horizon description  
 

2.5 0–0.66  Light yellowish brown (10YR6/5) loamy sand with 
50% olive grey (5Y5/2) mottles 100–300 mm diameter 
and 25% grey (5Y5/1) mottles 10–40 mm diameter 
(within olive grey mottles); massive; weak strength. 
(A2/B2 horizon.) 

2.4 0.66–0.90 W3959 
18.7±1.2 
(0.74 m) 

Reddish yellow (7.5YR6/8) loamy sand; massive; weak 
strength. (B21 horizon.) 

2.3 0.90–1.15  Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) loamy sand; massive; 
weak; lens of yellow (10YR7/6) very firm loamy sand 
15 cm thick, within horizon. (B21g horizon.) 

2.2 1.15–1.56 W3960 
19.1±1.3 
(1.48 m) 

Brownish yellow (10YR6/8) loamy sand; massive; 
weak strength. (B21 horizon.) 

2.1 1.56–1.88 

Dunesand 

 Strong brown (7.5YR6/8) loamy sand; massive; weak 
strength.2 (B3 horizon.) 

1.1 1.88+ Weathered in-situ 
dolerite 

 Red (2.5YR5/8) clay (est. 60% clay); dolerite stones 
(up to 100 mm diameter) at top of horizon; occasional 
dolerite stones within deposit; weathering rinds on 
dolerite stones are c. 5 mm thick. (2B3 horizon.) 

 

1 A horizon missing due to roadworks. 
2 This horizon probably contains some weathered dolerite from the horizon below, hence the darker colour. 
 
 

4.2.3. Arthur-Pieman 
The coast between Arthur River and Pieman River in northwest Tasmania has extensive aeolian 
landforms with large areas of mobile sand, particularly south of Greenes Creek. Aeolian sand 
movement is clearly an important contemporary process. However, extensive relict aeolian 
landforms are present over much of the area, not only inland of presently active dunefields and 
sandsheets, but also on the coast where the dunes have been protected from marine erosion by 
steep rocky shores. Hummocky foredunes dominate on the coast, giving way inland to sandsheets 
and linear transgressive dunes that up extend several kilometers. The relict aeolian landforms 
typically support native grassland and heathy vegetation. Recent erosion and sandblows triggered 
or exacerbated by anthropogenic disturbance have provided opportunities to examine their 
stratigraphy and obtain samples for TL dating. Dune palaeosols were evident at many sites. 
 
Although these near-coastal aeolian deposits were considered likely to be predominantly 
Holocene, based on ages obtained from similar deposits on the south coast (Cullen 1998; 
Pemberton and Cullen 1999), five of seven samples yielded Pleistocene ages (Table 10). Younger 
ages were obtained from pinkish grey, dark grey and reddish yellow sands of palaeosol C 
horizons, mostly buried beneath thin recent sands, very close to the present coast. TL ages of 
9.2±1.0 (W3980), 9.8±1.3 (W3941), 12.9±1.6 (W3979) and 13.1±1.6 (W3976) ka were obtained 
from these sites. 
 
Last Glacial Maximum dates were obtained from two sites. A well preserved linear transgressive 
dune (‘Big Eel Dune’) a few kilometres inland near Temma was dated 21.3±2.7 ka (W3977). At a 
site within a dune complex behind a rocky shore near Italian River (Figure 7), a recent blow-out 
has exposed a disconformity between a lower unit of white sand dated 21.0±2.6 ka (W4043) and 
Holocene sand dated 9.8±1.3 ka (W3941). The latter site is important in that it demonstrates a 
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relationship between sand units that appear to be widespread in the Arthur-Pieman area: 
Holocene sands overlying eroded older dunes. Pre-LGM deposits are represented by an eroded 
remnant of semi-lithified sand at Sandy Cape, dated 55.6±3.0 ka (W3978). 

 

 
Figure 7.  Site 13 (Italian River), a deflation hollow (blow-out) on the Tasmanian west coast. 
Note palaeosols (arrowed) visible on the right (south) side of the hollow.  
 
 
Table 10.  West coast dunesands (Sites 13–18). Stratigraphic details at each site are 
available from the authors. 
 

Site Layer Depth (m) TL Age (ka) Horizon description  

13. Italian River C horizon of palaeosol 2.2 W3941 
9.8±1.3 

Pinkish grey sand 

 C horizon of lower 
palaeosol 

6.3 W4043 
21.0±2.6 

White sand 

14. Sandy Cape BC horizon in semi-
lithified dune remnant 

1.5 W3978 
55.6±3.0 

Brown semi-lithified sand 

15. Eva Point C horizon of palaeosol 2.1 W3979 
12.9±1.6 

Reddish yellow  sand 

16. Ingram Bay C horizon of palaeosol 2.0 W3976 
13.1±1.6 

Reddish yellow  sand 

17. Big Eel Creek Deep A2 horizon  2.0 W3977 
21.3±2.7 

White sand 

18. Arthur River C horizon of palaeosol  0.8 (within a 
buried A1 horizon) 

W3980 
9.2±1.0 

Dark grey sand 
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4.3. Other aeolian deposits 
 

4.3.1. Cradoc Hill 
The Cradoc Hill section (Figure 10; Table 11) at 250 m altitude is located south of Hobart and 
4 km east of the lower Huon River valley. The section is the backwall of an earth slide that 
occurred after heavy rain in November 2001, revealing over 7 m of stratified sediment in a gully 
formed in Triassic sandstone rocks. The three prominent layers exposed were identified as being 
probably aeolian (McIntosh et al. 2004) on the basis of their morphological similarity to New 
Zealand loess deposits (e.g. McIntosh 1984) and the scarcity of features such as angular gravels 
and lenses of gravels that would be expected in predominantly colluvial or alluvial deposits in a 
sandstone gully. 
  
The entire deposit was TL dated in the range 25–32 ka. One age of 42.4 ka was discounted as 
being probably erroneous (McIntosh et al. 2004). More recently charcoal in Layer 3.1 was AMS 
dated 26.4±0.5 cal ka (Wk16265), which is similar to the TL age obtained for the sediment in the 
adjacent layer 3.2 (26.6±1.8 ka). An AMS age of 31.0±0.4 cal ka (Wk18804) was obtained from 
charcoal collected from the top of Layer 1. This charcoal was meticulously checked to ensure that 
no modern root material contaminated it. The age obtained is slightly older than the two TL ages 
obtained for the same layer (25.3 and 27.9 ka); reworking of old charcoal may explain the age 
discrepancy, or alternatively the TL ages are 3–6 ka younger than the true age of the deposit, or 
the discrepancy may be the result of measurement uncertainty. 
 
The AMS ages independently confirm the original conclusion (McIntosh et al. 2004), based on 
TL ages, that the 7 m deposit accumulated rapidly over a few thousand years, c. 32–25 ka, with a 
brief interval in deposition at about 27 cal ka. The mean of all ages obtained is 28.1 ka. 
 

4.3.2. Slees Cutting 
At Slees Cutting in the Huon Valley (Figure 11) 2.15 m of fine-grained sediment (loamy fine 
sand to sandy loam and silty loam texture) overlies stony and bouldery alluvial deposits (terrace 
gravels), which in turn overlie till (Figure 12). An aeolian origin for the upper layer is indicated 
by the size distribution data (Slee 2006) for two samples 1.05 m and 1.65 m below the surface: 
both were well-sorted and contained >90% sand, as did a near-source aeolian deposit at Granton 
(Slee 2006) described as loess by Colhoun (2002). Also indicating an aeolian origin are the 
absence of gravel lenses, stones, cross bedding, or floodplain features such as buried soils, trees 
and woody material, all of which (except cross bedding) are present in the Blakes Opening 
section nearby (Table 15; Colhoun and Goede 1979). The sandy layer is also extensively mixed 
by soil fauna (Figure 11) as is the deposit at Granton (Slee 2006). While such mixing does not in 
itself prove an aeolian origin, it is nevertheless characteristic of aeolian material (de Bakker 1979, 
p.173; Kemp and McIntosh 1989, fig. 5; McIntosh and Kemp 1991, p.114) that has accumulated 
slowly under grassland or non-woody vegetation. In the east of the section a prominent line of 
quartzite stones (Figure 11) marks the base of the aeolian deposit. Below this is a thin gravelly 
sandy loam layer which includes a weakly cemented layer of quartzite stones and boulders and 
occasional dolerite pebbles having weathering rinds up to 2 mm thick. Below this weakly 
cemented layer the terrace gravels T1 terrace of Slee (2006)) consist entirely of imbricated 
quartzite stones up to 250 mm diameter in an uncemented sandy matrix. At their base these 
terrace gravels overlie till and contain dolerite boulders up to 2 m diameter (Figure 12) in a sandy 
layer strongly cemented with Mn/Fe oxides. The dolerite boulders have weathering rinds up to 
10 mm thick (A.J. Slee, unpublished information). Larger dolerite boulders >4 m diameter are 
exposed 20 m northeast of Slees Cutting. Two zones of cross-bedded pebbles in a sandy matrix 
occur immediately east of the highest exposure of the till (Figure 12). 
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Table 11. Cradoc Hill (site 3). 
 
Layer Depth  

(m) 
Interpretation TL and 14C sample  

depths and age  
(ka and cal ka) 
 

Description 

3.4 0–0.20  Very dark greyish brown (10YR3/2) sandy 
loam. (A1 horizon.) 

3.3 0.20–2.90 TL W3520 
31.8±1.4  
(0.75 m)  
TL W3280 
27.9±1.3 
(2.40 m) 
 

Yellowish brown (10YR5/6) sandy clay 
loam (est. 20% clay; 30% light brownish 
grey (2.5Y6/2) mottles 20–100 mm diameter 
and as veins 200 mm diameter, in net pattern 
above 100 cm depth, mostly vertical below; 
coarse prismatic peds; strong; light yellowish 
brown (10YR6/4) organic stains on surface 
of peds; few quartz gravels 2–5 mm 
diameter; many fine pores 1–2 mm diameter, 
after roots; abundant charcoal flecks. (B21g 
horizon.) 

3.2 2.90–3.50 TL W3281         
26.6±1.8 
(3.50 m) 

Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) medium sandy 
loam; 70% light grey mottles. (B22g 
horizon.) 

3.1 3.50–4.00 

Aeolian sediment 

AMS Wk16265      
26.4±0.5 
(3.80 m) 

Olive yellow (2.5Y6/6) sandy loam; 20% 
light grey (2.5Y7/2) mottles; many charcoal 
flecks; few vertical wood fragments 5 mm 
diameter, continuous with traces in horizon 
below; sharp boundary. (BCg horizon.) 

2.4 4.00–4.25 14C Wk10555 
0.20±0.121 

Dark grey (5Y4/1) silty clay; abundant 
charcoal flecks; many wood fragments 5 mm 
diameter. (Buried topsoil: 2A1b horizon.) 

2.3 4.25–4.50  Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) sandy clay 
loam (25% clay est.); 30% light brownish 
grey (2.5Y6/2) veins 50–100 mm diameter. 
(2B21gb horizon.) 

2.2 4.50–5.70 TL W3425 
28.2±1.72 

(4.75 m) 
 

Strong brown (7.5YR5/6) sandy clay loam 
(25% clay est.); 30% light brownish grey 
(2.5Y6/2) mottles 10–20 mm diameter; 
coarse prismatic structure; strong. 2B22gb 
horizon.) 

2.1 5.70–5.80 

Aeolian sediment 

 Strong brown (7.5YR5/6) sandy clay loam 
(25% clay est.); coarse prismatic structure; 
strong. (2B23gb horizon.) 

1 5.80–7.30+ Aeolian sediment AMS Wk18804 
31.0±0.4 
(5.80–6.00 m) 
TL W3426 
25.3±1.3 
(6.45 m) 
TL W3282 
27.9±1.5 
(6.80 m) 

Yellow (2.5Y7/6) sandy loam (15% clay 
est.); 30% light brownish grey (2.5Y6/2) 
mottles, horizontal; many charcoal flecks at 
top of horizon and few old roots and root 
traces (Fe stains); massive; weak. (3Db 
horizon.) 

 
1 The young age indicates that the sample consists wholly or mostly of roots of trees previously growing on 
the present-day soil and penetrating this horizon. 
2 A TL age of 41.4±2.1 ka (W3159) in the same horizon was discounted as being probably erroneous; see 
discussion in McIntosh et al. (2004). 
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The till (Figure 13) is exposed at the western end of the section but elsewhere is exposed only 
intermittently at river level. It consists of angular and subangular white quartzite and chert 
pebbles 40–100 mm diameter in a matrix of cemented white sand, and includes occasional 
rounded quartzite stones 300 mm diameter which appear to be reworked river gravels, but no 
dolerite stones or boulders, or any weathered clayey zones that could be the remains of dolerite 
boulders. Last Glacial moraines in the catchment have very limited extent and are confined to 
areas around high latitude (>900 m) lakes such as Lake Picton (Calver and Everhard 1999) and 
Lake Hartz (Barrows et al. 2002), so this till at 70 m altitude is likely to be of penultimate Glacial 
age (>130 ka) or older. 
 
Deposition of the sandy deposits at about 34 ka is indicated by the TL ages of 34.0±1.7 ka 
(W3955) and 33.5±1.8 ka (W3956) obtained on samples from 1.05 m and 1.65 m depth 
respectively. West of the deposit the Huon River runs west-east for about 1.7 km and the 
floodplain broadens, with the river forming two anabranches; this alignment of a broad potential 
source area aligned with the prevailing westerly winds may have assisted deflation of material 
from the river’s floodplain to the site.  
 

31.8 

27.9

26.6 

4 m 

0 m 

28.2 

25.3

27.9

26.4 

31.0 

Layer 1 

Layer 2 

Layer 3 

Figure 10.  The Cradoc Hill 
section (Site 3), showing TL 
ages (in black boxes) and 14C 
and AMS ages (in white boxes). 
The white arrows mark the 
boundaries between Layers 1, 2 
and 3. The topmost TL sample 
giving the 31.8 ka age was 
taken from a position to the left 
of the field of view of the 
photograph. 
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Figure 11.  Slees Cutting (Site 8), showing aeolian deposits overlying quartzite stones (terrace gravels) 
forming terrace T1. The pick marks the TL sampling sites location indicated in Figure 12. (The pick handle 
is 0.90 m long.) Note the line of individual quartzite stones (at the height of the man’s shoulders); dolerite 
pebbles occur below this line, at the level of the base of the pick handle. Inset shows faunal mixing within 
the aeolian deposit. 
 
 
The mean weathering rind thickness of the upper dolerite pebbles was c. 2 mm and the mean 
weathering rind thickness of the dolerite boulders overlying till was c. 10 mm. Work on dolerite 
weathering rinds at Lake Judd within the upper Huon catchment indicates that a rind thickness of 
1.2 ±0.1 mm correlates to the late Last Glacial (δ18O stage 2) (Kiernan 1990; Kiernan et al. 2001); 
however, Colhoun and van de Geer (1986) have found dolerite clasts with 1–2 mm weathering 
rinds in the >50 ka Chamouni Formation in King Valley. If the Chamouni Formation dolerite 
clasts are regarded as having anomalous weathering, the 2 mm rind thickness of the upper dolerite 
pebbles at Slees cutting indicates a probable middle Last Glacial age consistent with the 34 ka TL 
age of the overlying aeolian deposits. The dolerite boulders with 10 mm weathering rinds, 
underlying the quartzite stones, are considerably older. 
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Figure 12.  Sketch of stratigraphy at Slees Cutting (Site 8). No vertical exaggeration. A: till; B: imbricated rounded stones of quartzite in a sandy matrix; C: 
cross-bedded pebbly sands; D: loamy fine sand/sandy loam/silty loam aeolian deposits; E: obscured; F: dolerite boulders (above till) and dolerite pebbles (in a 
line near top of quartzite gravels, eastern end of section). Dashed line shows river level on 16 June 2006. Sites from which TL samples were taken are also 
indicated (see also Figure 11).
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F 

5 metres 

Sampling sites for TL dating 

river level

West East 



As in-situ dolerite is absent from the upper Huon catchment except for small areas around Mount 
Anne and Lake Judd, and as the till at Slees Cutting contains no dolerite, a glacial till origin for 
the dolerite boulders is ruled out. However, 150 m north of Slees Cutting a high terrace of the 
Huon River (T2 of Slee 2006) abuts dolerite talus (slope deposits of periglacial origin) on a slope 
of 20o. This terrace contains common dolerite stones and boulders which must have been derived 
by river erosion of the dolerite talus deposits on the north bank of the Huon River. Reworking of 
these T2 gravels by the Huon River, and their dilution with the abundant quartzite gravels from 
upstream, would account for the rare dolerite pebbles in T1 terrace gravels (Figure 11). The 
dolerite boulders up to 2 m diameter at the base of the T1 gravels are interpreted to be the in-situ 
remnants of the dolerite talus lobe evident on the northern valley slope that previously extended 
to the Huon River. The boulders must have been emplaced before 34 ka and as they have 
weathering rinds up to 10 mm thick it is suggested that they were emplaced early in the early Last 
Glacial period, possibly in δ18O stage 4, or earlier. 
 
In summary, the Slees Cutting section and observations in the adjacent area support the following 
depositional model: (1) in the penultimate or an earlier glaciation a large valley glacier deposited 
till in the Huon River valley; (2) there was a period of dolerite talus formation in periglacial 
conditions, possibly dating to the early Last Glacial, followed by two periods of terrace 
aggradation; (3) the first period of aggradation reworked the dolerite talus deposit and produced 
the dolerite-rich T2 terrace gravels; (4) the second period of aggradation reworked the T2 
deposits and diluted them with fresh quartzite stones from upstream; consequently the T1 deposits 
contain only a few pebbles of dolerite; however the largest dolerite boulders 2–4 m diameter, 
emplaced in the earlier episode of periglacial activity, were too large to be moved by either the T2 
or the T1 aggradation event and remained in place overlying the till; (5) a third lower terrace (F3 
of Slee 2006) which now forms the Holocene floodplain bench, was cut into T2 and T1 at c.34 ka, 
and aeolian deposits were deflated from this surface and accumulated on T1; (6) during the LGM 
small glaciers advanced at high altitudes but neither the glaciers nor their associated periglacial 
dolerite talus deposits reached the Huon River at this site.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13.   T1 terrace gravels (top) 
overlying till (pale material. left and 
middle) at the extreme western end of 
Slees Cutting. Loose river gravels in 
foreground. The till exposure on the 
left of the photograph is 1.7 m high. 
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4.3.3. Tobermory Farm 
Tobermory Farm in northeast Tasmania is located in a northwest–southeast trending graben 
between a ridge of Permian-Jurassic rocks to the southwest and a ridge of Lower Palaeozoic 
Mathinna Beds to the northeast. Gee and Legge (1970) mapped Quaternary windblown sands and 
undifferentiated sands with occasional gravels in the graben. 

 
Table 12. Tobermory Farm A and B (Sites 11 and 12). 
 

Layer Soil 
horizon 

Depth  

(m) 

Interpretation TL age and 
sampling depth 
(ka) 

Horizon description  

 

A: low terrace 
2.4 A1 0–0.2 Loamy sand 
2.3 A2 0.2–0.6 Fine sand 
2.2 B2f 0.6–0.7 Silty clay loam 
2.1 Cg 0.7–2.8 

Aeolian deposit  

Mottled clay loam 
1.2 2A2b 2.8–3.5  W3982 

>111±11 
(3.0 m) 

Sandy clay loam 

1.1 2Bg 3.5–4.0 

Aeolian deposit 

 Mottled sandy clay loam 
B: floodplain 

1.5 A1 0–0.2  Silty loam 
1.4 AB 0.2–0.5  Silty loam, worm-mixed 
1.3 B2g 0.5–1.0  Mottled silty loam 
1.2 Cg 1.0–2.2 

Alluvium or 
reworked 
aeolian deposit? 

 Mottled silty loam with few 
rounded quartz pebbles 

1.1 C 2.2–4.0  Aeolian deposit W3969 
49.6±3.9 
(3.5 m) 

Mottled silt 

 
Soil pits excavated to 4 m depth in order to assess suitability of land for plantations enabled 

samples to be taken for TL dating, although safety concerns precluded detailed stratigraphic 
studies. Samples were taken from two pits, one on a low terrace (Tobermory A) and one on the 
current floodplain (Tobermory B) of fourteen Mile Creek (Table 12). Gleyed deposits at 3.0 and 
3.5 m at these two sites were dated >111±11 ka (W3982) and 49.6±3.9 ka (W3969). At other sites 
in-situ weathered rock was found at about 4 m depth (P. McIntosh, unpublished field notes). 
These ages indicate that aeolian sands from the coast or from around Lake Bass, northwest and 
upwind of the sites, began to fill the graben in the Last Interglacial (δ18O stage 5) or early Last 
Glacial, and that aeolian deposition continued at least until the middle of the Last Glacial. 
  

4.3.4. Southwood B 
The Southwood B road section (Figure 14; Table 13) is situated at 120 m altitude on the southern 
side of the broad valley of Williamette Creek which flows into the Arve River 1.8 km west of the 
site. The section consists of at least 6 m of aeolian sediment, 3 m of which are below road level. 
The base of the section was not reached. At least one disconformity (based on a change of soil 
structure rather than texture) is visible in the stratigraphic sequence (Figure 14). In the lower layer 
the sediment grades upwards from predominantly medium sand to a silty loam, loam and silty 
clay loam. In the upper layer, above 1.13 m depth, a texture-contrast soil profile has formed. This 
consists of sandy A1, A2 and B2 horizons overlying mottled B2g horizons having a silty loam 
and silty clay texture. The upper layer was sampled for TL dating at 0.45 m and 1.01 m depth and 
the lower layer was sampled at 1.48 m, 1.75 m, 2.31 m and 2.85 m depth. Fragments appearing to 
be charcoal were sampled for 14C dating at 1.6 m, 2.5–2.7 m, and 5.9 m depths but the two deeper 
samples dissolved during the alkaline pretreatment wash and could not be dated. 
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TL ages for the lower layer were 59.3±3.4 ka (W4009), 52.3±3.5 ka (W4010), 51.3±3.7 ka 
(W4011) and 47.8±3.4 ka (W4012), in ascending stratigraphic order. An AMS age for charcoal at 
1.6 m, 0.12 m below the TL sample W4012 (47.8±3.4 ka) produced an infinite date of >40 ka 
(Wk20286; uncalibrated). Thus the lower layer accumulated in the early Last Glacial, possibly 
wholly during δ18O stage 4. The absence of stratigraphic breaks in the undated lower 3 m of the 
section (below the road level) and between this layer and Layer 1, indicates that the lower 3 m of 
the section also dates to the early Last Glacial, so it appears likely that the section contains 
sediment accumulation from about 70 ka onwards. Layer 3 was dated 55.4±3.0 (W4013) at 
1.02 m and 27.9±2.1 (W4014) at 0.45 m. The 55.4±3.0 ka is out of sequence. The TL temperature 
plateau comparison for sample W4013 suggests that the sands may not have been completely 
reset prior to final deposition, thus increasing their apparent TL age. It is likely that the 
incomplete resetting problem arises from Layer 3 deposits being partly derived from reworking of 
older deposits. The TL age of 27.9±2.1 at 0.45 m indicates that Layer 3 accumulated in the late 
Last Glacial. 
 
This section contains the most complete terrestrial aeolian sequence for the Last Glacial in 
Tasmania. The source of the sand and silt that has accumulated at the site is likely to be the Arve 
River floodplain at 60 m altitude, 1.8 km to the west. The east–west orientation of Williamette 
Creek could have funnelled westerly winds and associated suspended and saltating sediment 
upslope from the Arve River floodplain to the site. 
 

Layer 1 

Layer 2 

Layer 3 

59.3

52.3

51.3

47.8

55.4

27.9

Figure 14.  The Southwood B 
section contains the most 
complete record for aeolian 
deposition in Tasmania and 
includes >3 m of deposits, as yet 
undated, below road level. Figures 
give TL ages (ka). Charcoal in 
Layer 2 was dated >40 ka 
(uncalibrated). 
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Table 13. Southwood B (site 10). 
 

Layer Depth  

(m) 

Interpretation TL and AMS 
sampling depth 
and age  

(ka) 

Horizon description  

 

3.5 0–0.15  Very dark greyish brown (10YR3/2) loamy 
sand; very weak strength. (A1 horizon.) 

3.4 0.15–0.29  Brown (10YR5/2) loamy sand; massive; weak 
strength. (A2 horizon.) 

3.3 0.29–0.62 W4014 
27.9±2.1 
(0.39–0.51 m) 
 

Pale brown (10YR6/3) sandy loam; 40% 
brownish yellow (10YR6/6) mottles 5 mm 
diameter; 10% strong brown (7.5YR5/6) 
mottles; firm strength; weak 30 mm blocky 
peds. (B2 horizon.) 

3.2 0.62–0.88  Light olive grey (5Y6/2) silty clay; 50% 
brownish yellow (10YR6/8) mottles 20 mm 
diameter; very firm strength; moderate blocky 
peds 20–40 mm diameter. (B2g1 horizon.) 

3.1 0.88–1.13 

Aeolian silt and 
sand 

W4013 
55.4±3.0 
(0.96–1.06 m) 
 

Light olive grey (5Y6/2) silty loam; 50% 
yellowish brown (10YR5/6) mottles 20 mm 
diameter; very firm strength; moderate blocky 
peds 40–100 mm diameter. (B2g2 horizon.) 

2.2 1.13–1.42  Grey (2.5Y6/1) silty clay loam; 40% 
yellowish brown (10YR5/6) mottles 15 mm 
diameter; firm strength; weak blocky peds 
30 mm diameter.  (2B2g1b horizon.) 

2.1 1.42–1.61 

Aeolian silt 

W4012 
47.8±3.4 
(1.42-1.54 m) 
AMS  
Wk20286 
>401 

Light grey (5Y7/1) loam; 40% yellowish 
brown (10YR5/6) mottles 10 mm diameter; 
firm strength; weak 80 mm blocky peds; 
charcoal bands on boundary. (2B2g2b 
horizon.) 

1.3 1.61–1.83 W4011 
51.3±3.7 
(1.69–1.81 m) 

Light grey (5Y7/1) silty loam; 30% brownish 
yellow (10YR6/6) mottles 10 mm diameter; 
weak strength; massive. (3Cg1b horizon.) 

1.2 1.83–2.19  Light olive grey (5Y6/2) medium sand; 30% 
strong brown (7.5YR5/6) mottles 10–20 mm 
diameter and larger mottles around old root 
traces; weak strength; massive. (3Cg2b 
horizon.) 

1.1 2.19–3.00 

Dunesand 

TL W4010 
52.3±3.5 
(2.25–2.37 m) 
TL W4009 
59.3±3.4 
(2.79–2.91 m) 

Light olive grey (5Y6/2) medium sand; very 
weak strength; massive; charcoal2 bands at 
2.5–2.7 m. (3C1b horizon.) 

 

1 Uncalibrated. 
2 ‘Charcoal’ in these layers dissolved during the pretreatment basic wash and could not be dated. 
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4.4.  Alluvium 
 

4.4.1. Rayners Hill 
The Rayners Hill section (Figure 15) is at 350 m altitude on the Mt Albert Road 500 m south of 
the crest of Rayners Hill in northeast Tasmania. The cutting has exposed bouldery granitic fan 
alluvium of sandy clay loam texture that fills a stream gully about 15 m wide. At 1.6 m depth a 
charcoal-rich lens occurs. A standard 14C age of 32.6±0.4 cal ka (Wk18161) dates erosion of the 
hilly and steep terrain in the stream headwaters. 
 

 
 
4.4.2. Scamander River 

The Scamander River fan (Figure 16; Table 14) is located 1.6 km west of the Rayners Hill section 
on the Mt Albert Road. The cutting has exposed 5.5 m of granitic gravelly sandy clay loam with 
occasional boulders, which increase in number towards the present stream channel (westwards). 
At 3.5 m depth occurs a 0.3 m-thick band of charcoal-rich sediment. The standard 14C age 
obtained on the charcoal was >45.745 (Wk22730; uncalibrated) and dates erosion of the hilly and 
steep terrain in the stream headwaters. Thus the fire that produced this charcoal is a distinct and 
much earlier event from the fire that produced the charcoal at the nearby Rayners Hill. 
 

 
 

Figure 15.  The Rayners Hill 
section (Site 4) consists of 
granitic fan alluvium with a 
charcoal lens (arrowed). 
 

Figure 16.  The Scamander 
River section consists of 
granitic fan alluvium with a 
charcoal-rich band 
(indicated by the pink 
markers). Note the increase 
in the number of boulders 
westwards (towards the 
vehicle and the stream in 
the valley). 
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Table 14. Scamander River (Site 25). 
 

Layer Depth  

(m)  

Interpretation Age  

(ka) 

Brief description 

2.3 0–0.250  Very dark greyish brown (10YR3/2) sandy 
loam. (A1 horizon.) 

2.1 0.250–3.750 

Fan alluvium  
 
 
 
 

Strong brown (7.5YR5/5) gravelly sandy clay 
loam; 30% angular quartz and granitite gravels 
2–10 mm diameter. 

1.2 3.75–4.05 
 

Standard 14C 
Wk22730 
>45.7451 
 

Dark brown (7.5YR3/2) gravelly sandy clay 
loam; 50% gravels 2–5 mm diameter, 
becoming stony and bouldery near stream 
(westwards); abundant charcoal fragments. 

1.1 4.05–6.05 

Fan alluvium 

 Strong brown (7.5YR5/8) gravelly clay loam; 
30% angular quartz and granite gravels 2–15 
mm diameter, laterally becoming bouldery 
within 30 m of present stream. 

 
1 Uncalibrated. 
 

4.4.3. Blakes Opening 
The Blakes Opening section (Figure 17; Tables 15 and 16) is a cliff forming the south bank of the 
Huon River. It was first described by Colhoun and Goede (1979) who dated wood and charcoal in 
the exposed deposits, and analysed the pollen sequence. The section was redescribed in the 
present study and re-sampled for dating. 
  
The oldest material is wood at the base of the prominent laminated silts layer (layer 2.1) which 
was dated 53.40 ka by Colhoun and Goede (1979) and >50 ka (Wk16266) in this study (both ages 
uncalibrated). The top of the laminated silts was dated 44.8 cal ka by Colhoun and Goede (1979) 
and >40 ka (Wk16268, uncalibrated) in this study (Table 15). Pollen analysis indicated a period 
of rainforest dominance for c. 10 ka while most of the laminated silts accumulated, and Colhoun 
and Goede (1979) attributed the rainforest dominance to mild interstadial conditions. However, 
the ages obtained are close to the limits of 14C dating, so it is possible that the rainforest-dominant 
period represents an older and longer period, i.e. the Last Interglacial. 
  
The pollen evidence indicated that both before and after this period of rainforest dominance, 
eucalypts predominated (Colhoun and Goede 1979). At 42.9±0.7 cal ka (standard 14C, Wk16269, 
this study), soon after the re-establishment of the eucalypts, sandy fan alluvium began to 
accumulate from a tributary stream draining the slopes south of Blakes Opening. 
 
East of the main section and stratigraphically higher are a silty/fine sandy palaeochannel deposits 
labelled site C by Colhoun and Goede (1979, figure 4), which they dated 34.3 cal ka (Table 16). 
Three new AMS dates of >41.317 ka, >42.354 ka and >45 ka (Wk18801, 18802 and 18803 
respectively, all uncalibrated) were obtained for three discrete charcoal bands in the same deposit 
(Table 16). Thus Colhoun and Goede’s (1979) age of 34.3 cal ka is discounted as probably 
resulting from a contaminated sample. The AMS ages >41 ka are consistent with the 
42.9±0.7 cal ka age (Wk16269) obtained on the stratigraphically lower fan alluvium in the main 
section (Table 15). 
 
Colhoun and Goede (1979) also dated charcoal in two silty bands at the western end of the Blakes 
Opening main section (not tabulated in Tables 15 and 16) and obtained ages of 31.8 and 
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34.3 cal ka. In the present study the same bands were located and one was resampled, giving an 
age of >50 ka (Wk16266, uncalibrated). It was noted during sampling in January 2005 that the 
silty bands and the charcoal within them were riddled with fungal hyphae, which were carefully 
removed from the charcoal sample. It appears possible that Colhoun and Goede’s samples were 
contaminated with modern carbon from such a source. 
  
It is noted here that the pollen trend for these silty bands (Colhoun and Goede 1979, figure 6) 
matches the record of a change from rainforest to eucalypt forest before 44–43 cal ka (see above). 
If the >50 ka age for the silty bands in the western part of the section is accepted, the pollen 
record for these silty bands is no longer anomalous and the chronological record of vegetation 
change over the entire section becomes consistent. 
 
The revised Blakes Opening chronology, from the work of Colhoun and Goede (1979) and this 
study, is shown in Table 17. Despite much dating effort, the only dependable finite ages obtained 
are those showing a change from quiet water deposition (laminated silts) to erosion and 
aggradation (alluvial fans) at about 44–43 cal ka. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 17.  Blakes Opening, main section, showing the three layers described in Table 15 and the sample 
positions of wood and charcoal taken for radiocarbon dating, indicated by diamond symbols. Layer 1 
consists of terrace gravels and contains carbonised wood (sample Wk16267). Layer 2 consists of fine 
backswamp alluvium (laminated silts) and contains charcoal (sample Wk16268). Layer 3 consists of 
mottled fan alluvium and also contains charcoal (sample Wk16269). 

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3
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Table 15.  Blakes Opening, main section (Site 6). 
 
Layer Depths 

(Colhoun 
and Goede 
1979)  
(m) 

Depths in 
this study1 
(m) 

Interpretation Age  
(cal ka, except 
where indicated) 

Description 

3.2 4.45–5.00 (not 
described) 

Fan alluvium Standard 14C 
GaK5587  
>33.5 
Standard 14C 
GrN7965; 
43.6±0.8   (4.45 
m: Colhoun and 
Goede 1979) 

Clayey sands with 
charcoal 

3.1 5.00–5.95 0–0.85 Fan alluvium Standard 14C 
Wk16269 
42.9±0.7  
(0.5 m: this 
study) 

Fine sands and mottled 
(grey/orange) silts with  
layers of charcoal  

2.4 5.95–6.25 0.85–1.20 Fine alluvium 
(backswamp) 

 Grey silt and fine sand 

2.3 6.25–7.20 1.20–1.80 Fine alluvium 
(backswamp) 

Standard 14C 
GrN7999 
44.8±1.4  
(6.25–6.30 m: 
Colhoun and 
Goede 1979); 
Standard 14C 
Wk16268 
>402  
(1.2 m: this 
study) 

Grey organic-rich 
laminated silt; charcoal 
at top of horizon 

2.2 7.20–7.40 1.80–2.00 Fine alluvium 
(backswamp) 

Standard 14C 
GrN8277 
53.4+1.7, –1.42  
(7.2 m: Colhoun 
and Goede 1979); 
Standard 14C 
Wk16267 
>502  
(1.8 m: this 
study) 

Carbonised wood (logs 
0.10 cm diameter) in 
silty matrix 

2.1 7.40–8.00 (not 
present) 

Fine alluvium 
(backswamp) 

 Silts and sands 

1 8.00+ 2.00+ Terrace gravels  Rounded sandstone 
boulders 0.30 + cm 
diameter in cemented 
matrix 

 
1 Depths in this study were taken from the top of a step in the section; layer thicknesses do not correspond 
exactly to those described by Colhoun and Goede (1979), probably because the exact vertical section 
measured by Colhoun and Goede was not relocated. 
2 Uncalibrated. 
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Table 16.  Site 6. Blakes Opening; eastern silty/fine sandy lens1 (site C of Colhoun and Goede (1979)). 

Layer2 Depth (m) Interpretation Age  

(ka)3 

Description 

5 0–0.65 Fine fan alluvium 
or aeolian sediment 

AMS 
Wk18801 
>41.317 
(0.4 m) 

Pale yellow (2.5Y7/2 and 5Y8/1) silt and 
fine sand (silty loam); charcoal flecks in 
band at 0.4 m. 

4 0.65–0.70 Fan alluvium  Pale yellow ((5Y8/1) gravelly sand; gravels 
are 2–3 mm diameter. 

3 0.70–0.75 Fan alluvium  Yellowish brown (10YR5/6) gravelly sand; 
gravels are 3 mm diameter. 

2 0.75–1.65 Fine fan alluvium 
or aeolian sediment 

AMS 
Wk18802 
>42.354  
(1.2 m); 
AMS 
Wk18803 
>45  
(1.5 m) 

Light grey (2.5Y7/1) silt and fine sand (silty 
loam) with olive yellow (2.5Y6/6) band at 
1.3–1.4 m and charcoal flecks in bands at 
1.2 m and 1.5 m. 

1 1.65–2.00+ Fine fan alluvium 
or aeolian sediment 

 Yellowish brown (10YR5/6) silt and fine 
sand (silty loam) with 40% light grey 
(10YR7/2) mottles.  

1 The lens is overlain by mottled sandy loam deposits. 
2 At an unspecified depth within layers 1–5 Colhoun and Goede (1979) dated charcoal to 34.3±3.4 cal ka (GaK5589). 
3 Uncalibrated. 
 
 
 
Table 17.  Revised chronology at Blakes Opening (Site 6). 
 

Deposit Vegetation Age (cal ka) Interpretation 
None Mixed eucalypt/ 

rainforest, as at 
present (inferred) 

<10 ka 
(inferred) 

Temperate wet climate; landscape stability 

Gravelly fan 
alluvium 

Not recorded c. 43 ka Landscape instability; fan alluvium 

Sandy and silty fan 
alluvium 

Eucalypt 
dominance 

44–43 ka Landscape instability; fan alluvium; 
frequent fires 

Laminated silts Eucalypt 
dominance 

>40 ka Landscape stability; either interstadial or 
interglacial; occasional  fires 

Laminated silts Rainforest 
dominance 

>40 ka Landscape stability; either interstadial or 
interglacial 

Laminated silts Eucalypt 
dominance 

>50 ka Landscape stability; either interstadial or 
interglacial 

Huon River cobbles 
(terrace gravels) 

None recorded Glaciation Glacial outwash 

Till, containing 
dolerite boulders* 

None recorded Penultimate or 
older glaciation 

Glaciation 

 
*This observation of dolerite boulders within the till at Blakes Opening (Colhoun and Goede 
1979) contrasts with their absence within till at Slees Cutting (Table 11). High river levels did 
not allow the geology of the till at Blakes Opening to be re-examined in this study. 
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4.4. Woodstock Fan 
The Woodstock fan (Figure 18) is a 7 m high road cutting c. 10 m above sea level at its base, 
adjacent to the floodplain of the Huon River and 200 m from the river itself, which at this location 
forms an estuary 1 km wide. 
 
The unmottled sandy layers 2.2 and 3.2 were TL dated and produced ages of 158±12 ka (W4016) 
and >109±8 ka (W4015) respectively. The 158 ka age for layer 2.2 dates it to the penultimate 
Glacial (δ18O stage 6). The >109 ka age for layer 3.2 indicates that this layer too may belong to 
the penultimate Glacial. However, an alternative explanation is that the prominent palaeosol  
developed in a stable vegetated landscape, possibly during δ18O stage 5e, at c. 120 ka. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 18.  Woodstock fan. At about 1 m above road level in the exposed section alluvial cobbles (terrace 
gravels) of the Huon River (Layer 1) are overlain by layers of fan alluvium (Layers 2 and 3) possibly 
containing aeolian components, with the boundary between the two layers marked by a prominent 
palaeosol. Layer 2 consists primarily of mottled sandy clays and mottled loamy sands (2.1 and 2.2), with a 
clearly visible white bleached A2 horizon (2.4) immediately below a prominent buried A1 horizon (2.5). A 
band of unmottled loamy sand (2.2) also occurs and the lower TL sample (blue diamond) was taken from 
this layer. Layer 3 has more complex stratigraphy. A band of mottled sandy clay (3.1a) gives way laterally 
(southwards) to weathered bouldery doleritic alluvium (3.1b), which in turn gives way to weathered 
bouldery sandstone alluvium (3.1c). Above layer 3.1c is a lens of cemented unmottled sand (3.2) from 
which the upper TL sample (yellow diamond) was taken. This layer is in turn overlain by mottled sandy 
clays with weathered dolerite stones. The present-day texture-contrast soil consists of a sandy A1 horizon 
overlying a white sandy A2 horizon clearly visible in the top of the photograph. 
 

2.1 

Layer 3 

2.3 

2.4 
2.5 

2.2 

3.1a 3.1b 
3.1c 
3.2 

Layer 2 
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4.4.5. North Clancy stream  
In May 2007 heavy rainfall caused severe scouring of a streambank in the steeplands composed 
of Ordovician-Silurian age greywacke (‘Mathinna Beds’) near Mathinna in northeast Tasmania. 
Compacted alluvium containing charcoal and wood was exposed beneath a younger 
unconsolidated layer (Figure 19). The charcoal sample 1 in the deepest layer was AMS dated 
2.1±0.1 cal ka (Wk22700). The charcoal sample 2 was AMS dated as recent (Wk22701) and the 
carbonised wood (sample 3) was dated 0.15±0.12 cal ka (Wk22702; standard 14C).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19.  North Clancy stream section showing layers A, B. C and D and the charcoal sampling locations 
1 and 2 and the carbonised wood sampled at 3. Layer A: Mathinna sandstone, forming the streambed. Layer 
B: very stony pale olive (5Y6/3) gritty silty loam; firm; few roots. Layer C: stony pale olive (5Y6/3) silty 
loam; firm; few roots. Layer D: light olive brown (2.5Y5/6) very stony sand; loose; abundant roots. Sample 
1: silty loam inclusion with abundant charcoal fragments. Sample 2: scattered charcoal fragments in top of 
layer C. Sample 3: carbonised wood lying between layers C and D. The yellow notebook is 15 cm high. 
Layer D is 20 cm thick. 
 
 

 4.4.6. Cokers Road 
At Cokers Road near Mathinna in northeast Tasmania fan deposits derived from Ordovician-
Silurian age greywacke (‘Mathinna Beds’) contain a prominent pale quartz-rich sandy layer 
provisionally interpreted to be formed as a result of severe erosion of sandy A2 horizons of 
surrounding texture-contrast soils after fires (Figure 20; Table 18). Abundant charcoal in the 
quartzose material was AMS dated >46.165 ka (Wk22703; uncalibrated) indicating that severe 
erosion in the catchment occurred before this time. 
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Table 18. Cokers Road section (site 23).  

Layer Depth  
(m) 

Interpretation AMS age (ka) 
and sampling 
depth 

Brief description  
 

3 0–1.20 Fan alluvium  Moist; alternating bands (100–200 mm thick) of 
brownish yellow (10YR6/6) gravelly silty loam  
and pale yellow (5Y7/4) silty loam; firm; bands 
of siltstone and quartz gravels 10–30 mm 
diameter concentrated in browner layers.   

2.2 1.20–1.40 Moist; gravelly light olive grey (5Y6/2) silty 
loam (20% angular gravels to 8 mm diameter, 
mostly angular quartz); irregular sharp wavy 
boundary; abundant charcoal fragments. 

2.1 1.40–1.98 

Fan alluvium Wk22703 
>46.1651 
(1.30–1.70 m) 

Moist; grey (N6) fine sand; 40% light olive grey 
(5Y6/2) mottles 2–20 mm diameter, fine sandy 
loam; 40% angular quartz stones to 40 mm 
diameter; abundant charcoal fragments, 
concentrated in grey (N6) material. 

1.2 1.98–2.48  Moist; yellowish brown (10YR5/8) gravelly 
silty loam; 40% siltstone and quartz gravels up 
to 10 mm diameter. 

1.1 >2.48 m 

Fan alluvium 

 Moist; light grey (2.5Y7/2) and yellowish 
brown (10YR5/8) silty loam layers c. 30 mm 
thick. 

 

1 Uncalibrated. 
 

 

Figure 20.  The Cokers Road 
section, showing the yellowish 
brown upper part of Layer 1, the 
grey gravelly sand with charcoal 
(Layer 2) and the brownish yellow 
Layer 3. 

Layer 1 

Layer 3 

Layer 2 
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5.  DISCUSSION  

 
5.1. Distribution of dated erosion events in time 
When all finite ages for Tasmanian erosion events are plotted (Figure 21), after excluding 
doubtful radiocarbon and TL ages discussed above and averaging duplicate ages obtained for the 
same horizontal layer it is evident that: 
1. Tasmania has a record of lowland and mid-altitude erosion events throughout the Last 

Glacial and Holocene, i.e. from 65 ka to 0.3 ka; two older ages relate to fan deposits in the 
upper and lower Huon catchment which have been dated 102±14 ka (Clark et al. 2006) and 
158±14 ka (this paper) respectively. 

2. There have been three pulses of aeolian sedimentation: the first during 60–45 ka, the 
second at 35–15 ka and the third at 15–5 ka. The first two pulses are dominated by inland 
dunes and silty deposits and the third pulse by sandy coastal dunes. Although the evidence 
for the earliest pulse is derived from only 6 samples more than 3 m of undated dunesand 
older than 59 ka occurs at the Southwood B site, which supports the inference of prolonged 
(but local) early Last Glacial aeolian deposition in the south of the state. The second phase 
of aeolian sedimentation was widespread. 

3. Alluvial deposition peaked between 40 and 35 ka and after 5 ka; no dated alluvial deposits 
occur between 10 and 20 ka.  

4. The number of erosion events per 5 ka increased three- to sixfold after 40 ka. 
5. No erosion events are recorded between 100 ka and 65 ka. 
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Figure 21. Distribution of ages obtained over time. 
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Three possible errors affecting the age distribution (Figure 21) must be considered: (1) the 
distribution may be biased towards young ages because of the natural limits to radiocarbon dating 
(c. 45 cal ka) and the ‘younging’ effect of recent C contamination on older ages; (2) field 
sampling bias; (3) preservation bias: older deposits are less likely to have been preserved than 
younger deposits. 
 
In considering the likelihood of bias 1 it must be pointed out that 51 of the ages listed (Appendix 
1) were determined by TL or OSL methods and are therefore unaffected by bias 1. Only five 14C 
samples dating erosion have calibrated ages >40 ka. In addition, there is no grouping of 14C ages 
around the 45–35 cal ka limit of the method. It is therefore concluded that bias 1 has not affected 
the age distribution. 
 
Bias 2 may have occurred because no sampling was done from drillholes and many samples were 
taken from the tops of accumulative deposits (such as dunes or gully infills), in which more recent 
sediments are likely to be exposed. Bias 2 may have favoured recent ages in dune landforms such 
as the Dunlin Dune (Table 8), Southwood B (Table 11), the Arthur-Pieman dunesands (Table 10) 
and the dunes sampled by Duller and Augustinus (2006), for at none of these sites were basal 
layers reached. However, at other sites such as Maynes Hill, Cradoc Hill, Rayners Hill, Blakes 
Opening, Slees Cutting and Southwood A relatively deep sections or sections showing a contact 
with rock or a much older surface were sampled and in this latter group of sites no evidence of 
datable erosion events in fine sediments older than 45 cal ka was apparent. Therefore, while 
accepting that a bias towards younger ages has occurred due to the sampling method for 
dunesands, this bias is unlikely to have affected other deposits sampled. 
  
The effect of preservation bias (3) is hard to judge, since it is difficult to prove removal of 
deposits. However, Tertiary sediments are mapped widely in Tasmania, and there is no obvious 
reason why early Last Glacial sediments should not be similarly preserved. Such a bias is unlikely 
to explain the marked increase in erosion events recorded after 40 ka. 
 
With the exception of dunesands, we therefore consider that field sampling procedures and 
limitations of dating methods have not biased the age distribution obtained and conclude that in 
lowland and mid-altitude Tasmania there were two phases of aeolian deposition in the Last 
Glacial, and a sustained increase of erosion after about 40 cal ka.  

  
5.2. Local nature of the deposits 
The pattern of erosion and deposition is local and intermittent and very different from the erosion 
and deposition recorded over 200–350+ ka at comparable temperate latitudes in New Zealand 
(Pillans 1998) or Argentina (Kemp et al. 2006). Stratigraphic evidence for extensive climatically-
controlled depositional periods similar to the classic Last Glacial Porewan, Ratan and Ohakean 
loess deposits of the Rangitikei basin in the North Island of New Zealand (Milne 1973) and their 
correlatives throughout the South Island (Eden and Froggatt 1988) is absent. In contrast 
deposition at most sites appears to be local and in most cases associated with charcoal indicating 
local or more widespread burning. The longest record of sedimentation is at Southwood B, where 
aeolian accumulations probably span most of the Last Glacial; the Dunlin Dune has a complete 
record of sedimentation from 30–14 ka, with one short interval. The longest intermittent record is 
that at Blakes Opening, which probably records sedimentation during the penultimate Glacial, the 
Last Interglacial, and the middle Last Glacial, c. 44–43 cal ka. 
 
Dolerite talus (colluvium) is dated >34 ka at Slees Cutting and >45 ka elsewhere (Counsel 
coupes) and it appears that the mid-altitude deposits investigated in this study may correlate with 
those dated 58 ka by Barrows (2004).  The dating and field evidence indicates dolerite erosion 
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during the LGM was restricted to altitudes >600 m (Barrows et al. 2002; Calver and Everhard 
1999) so periglacial activity during the LGM is unlikely to have produced dolerite talus 
accumulations at low and mid altitudes. 
  
A possibly more widespread event (or closely spaced series of events) is that which caused the 
erosion and resultant terrace and fan deposits at Scotts Peak Dam in the upper Huon catchment at 
c. 27–28 ka (Clark et al. 2006), the final phase of deposition at Southwood B (27.9 ka), the silts 
within solifluction deposits at Henty Bridge (29.1 cal ka; Colhoun 1985b) and the deep aeolian 
deposits (c. 28 ka) at Cradoc Hill in the lower Huon catchment. The concordance of these ages 
suggests widespread erosion, from Henty Bridge in the east to Cradoc Hill in the west, possibly 
including nearby Maynes Hill (erosion at 29.7 cal ka) in the Derwent catchment.  
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8. APPENDICES 
 
Appendix 1.  List of radiocarbon, TL and OSL ages mentioned in this paper. Calibration of radiocarbon ages was by the method of Danzeglocke et al. 
(2008). Dependable ages dating erosion events and used in Figure 21 are shown in bold type. These ages were used in Figure 21. Note that duplicate 
ages for the same horizon (Colhoun 1985b; McIntosh et al. 2004; Clark et al. 2006) have been averaged for Figure 21. 
 
Laboratory 
ID 

Dated 
material 

Type of sediment Age as  
reported 
(ka) 

Uncertainty 
(ka) 

Note Method Cal. 
Age 
(ka) 

Uncertainty 
(ka) 

Site no. 
in  
Table 1 

Reference 

GaK0668 Wood Colluvium 3.52 0.10 Probably too 
young 

Standard 
14C 

3.8 0.1  Kigoshi 1967 
GaK0669 Wood Colluvium 2.34 0.90  Standard 

14C 
2.5 0.1  Kigoshi 1967 

GaK1289 Wood terrace: grey clay 5.72 0.12  Standard 
14C 

6.5 0.1  Goede 1973 
GX0099 Log terrace: fine alluvium 4.44 0.11  Standard 

14C 
5.1 0.2  Goede 1973 

GaK1147 Wood terrace: silty sand 4.36 0.90  Standard 
14C 

4.9 1.1  Goede 1973 
GaK1148 Wood terrace: silty sand 3.85 0.09  Standard 

14C 
4.3 0.1  Goede 1973 

GaK1677 Wood terrace: fine alluvium 3.04 0.09  Standard 
14C 

3.2 0.1  Goede 1973 
GaK5153 Charcoal and wood In sandy fan gravels 26.76 1.36  Standard 

14C 
31.4 1.3  Colhoun 1977b 

GaK5154 Humus? and 
charcoal 

Humic-rich horizon and charcoal in 
fan gravels 

28.93 +1.97 -1.58  Standard 
14C 

33.6 1.8  Colhoun 1977b 
GaK5691 Charcoal Sand lens in fan gravels 33.24 +5.61 -3.27  Standard 

14C 
37.3 5.1  Colhoun 1977b 

GaK5155 Charcoal and charred 
wood 

Fossil soil in fan gravels 24.09 1.03 too young; stable 
soil 

Standard 
14C 

28.8 1.2  Colhoun 1977b 
GaK5690 Charcoal Sand lens in fan gravels 32.35 +3.68 -2.51  Standard 

14C 
37.0 3.5  Colhoun 1977b 

SUA151  Freshwater sands overlain by 
dunesand 

25.38 0.64  Standard 
14C 

30.3 0.7  Colhoun 1977a 
SUA152  Freshwater sands overlain by 

dunesand 
20.25 0.36  Standard 

14C 
24.2 0.5  Colhoun 1977a 

SUA153/2  Freshwater sands overlain by 
dunesand 

21.905 0.44  Standard 
14C 

26.3 0.8  Colhoun 1977a 
SUA153  Freshwater sands overlain by 

dunesand 
19.81 0.36 too young Standard 

14C 
23.7 0.5  Colhoun 1977a 

Beta2109 Charcoal Slope colluvium 3.94 0.11  Standard 
14C 

4.4 0.2  Caine 1978, 
1983 

GaK1163 Organic palaeosol Solifluction deposits 30.40 2.30  Standard 
14C 

35.3 2.5  Colhoun 1978 
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Laboratory 
ID 

Dated 
material 

Type of sediment Age as  
reported 
(ka) 

Uncertainty 
(ka) 

Note Method Cal. 
Age 
(ka) 

Uncertainty 
(ka) 

Site no. 
in  
Table 1 

Reference 

GaK5587 Charcoal Fan deposits >29.15  duplicate of 
GrN7695 

Standard 14C >33.5  6 Colhoun and Goede 
1979 

GaK5588  Fan deposits 27.40 2.90 too young Standard 14C 31.8 2.9 6 Colhoun and Goede 
1979 

GaK5589  Fan deposits 29.340 +3.08 -2.22 too young Standard 14C 34.3 3.4 6 Colhoun and Goede 
1979 

GrN7695 Charcoal Fluvial sands 39.60 1.00  Standard 14C 43.6 0.8 6 Colhoun and Goede 
1979 

GrN7999 Wood Backswamp (top) 41.15 +1.45 -1.25 does not date 
erosion 

Standard 14C 44.8 1.4 6 Colhoun and Goede 
1979 

GrN8277 Wood Backswamp 53.40 +1.7 -1.4 does not date 
erosion 

Standard 14C   6 Colhoun and Goede 
1979 

ANU279 Charcoal? Lunette 4.17 0.08  Standard 14C 4.7 0.1  Lourandos 1977 
ANU278 Charcoal? Lunette 4.86 0.10  Standard 14C 5.6 0.1  Lourandos 1977 
GaK5970 No details Fluvial gravels 30.860 +4.1 -2.77  Standard 14C 35.7 4.1  Colhoun 1983 

GaK5597 Organic clays Lens in solifluction 
deposits 

23.64 1.03  Standard 14C 28.3 1.3  Colhoun 1985b 
GaK5596 Organic clays Lens in solifluction 

deposits 
25.66 1.20  Standard 14C 30.3 1.2  Colhoun 1985b 

GaK5595 Stump Base of solifluction 
deposits 

>34.60   Standard 14C >39.6   Colhoun 1985b 
GaK6296 Wood 

fragments 
Lens in solifluction 
deposits 

>34.19  probably 
reworked 

Standard 14C >39.1   Colhoun 1985b 
GaK5594 Wood 

fragments 
Base of solifluction 
deposits 

23.86 0.89  Standard 14C 28.6 1.1  Colhoun 1985b 
I11148A Wood Dunesand 8.57 0.14 dates dunesand Standard 14C 9.6 0.2  Cosgrove 1985 
I11148B Humic acid Dunesand 8.435 0.19 dates dunesand Standard 14C 9.4 0.2  Cosgrove 1985 
Beta 8190 Charcoal Dunesand 8.30 0.08  Standard 14C 9.3 0.1  Cosgrove 1985 
TNE9506  Dunesand 44.2  superseded OSL    Duller and Augustinus 

1997 
TNE9505  Dunesand 32.8  superseded OSL    Duller and Augustinus 

1997 
TNE9503  Dunesand 28.4  superseded OSL    Duller and Augustinus 

1997 
TNE9504  Dunesand 0.11  superseded OSL    Duller and Augustinus 

1997 
TNE9507  Dunesand 0.04  superseded OSL    Duller and Augustinus 

1997 
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Laboratory 
ID 

Dated 
material 

Type of 
sediment 

Age as  
reported 
(ka) 

Uncertainty 
(ka) 

Note Method Cal. 
Age 
(ka) 

Uncertainty 
(ka) 

Site no. 
in  
Table 1 

Reference 

W2094  Dunesand 11.9 2.0 dates dunesand TL    Cullen 1998 
W2008  Dunesand 13.5 3.4 dates dunesand TL    Cullen 1998 
W2009  Dunesand 11.4 2.5 dates dunesand TL    Cullen 1998 
Beta82683 Peat Swamp 9.10 0.08 dates overlying 

dunesand 
Standard 
14C 

10.3 0.1  Cullen 1998 
Beta82682 Peat Swamp 10.32 0.09 dates overlying 

dunesand 
Standard 
14C 

12.2 0.2  Cullen 1998 
Beta82677 Peat Between cobble 

ridges 
6.80 0.07 dates overlying 

dunesand 
Standard 
14C 

7.7 0.1  Cullen 1998 
Beta82678 Wood Swamp below 

sand 
8.77 0.15 dates overlying 

dunesand 
Standard 
14C 

9.9 0.2  Cullen 1998 
W2093  Dunesand 7.1 2.3 dates dunesand TL    Cullen 1998 
W2095  Dunesand 5.2 1.7 contains reworked 

material 
TL    Cullen 1998 

SUA2274 Wood Darwin Crater 
gravels 

34.90 0.50 Probably too young Standard 
14C 

40.0 0.9  Colhoun and van der 
Geer 1998 

SUA2275 ? Darwin Crater 
clays 

36.70 1.60 does not date 
erosion 

Standard 
14C    Colhoun and van der 

Geer 1998 
SUA2276 ? Darwin Crater 

clays 
44.00 +2.8 -2.0 does not date 

erosion 
Standard 
14C    Colhoun and van der 

Geer 1998 
Beta44277 Charcoal In palaeosol 1.81 0.08  Standard 

14C 
1.7 1.0  Kiernan 1998 

Beta44278 Charcoal and 
wood 

In palaeosol 1.91 0.13  Standard 
14C 

1.9 0.2  Kiernan 1998 
Beta44279 Wood Alluvial gravels 5.22 0.08  Standard 

14C 
6.0 0.1  Kiernan 1998 

Beta44275 Charcoal and 
wood 

Alluvial gravels 2.58 0.13  Standard 
14C 

2.6 0.2  Kiernan 1998 

Beta 71424-25, 
71427-41 

Palaeosols Dunesand 0.529 
(mean) 

 dates dunesand Standard 
14C 

0.55 0.78  Pemberton and Cullen 
1999 

OZA236U Silt with 
charcoal 

Lake sediment 18.25 0.20  AMS 21.9 0.4  Colhoun et al. 1999 

OZA237U Silt with 
charcoal 

Lake sediment 18.90 0.22  AMS 22.8 0.4  Colhoun et al. 1999 

OZA238U Silt with 
charcoal 

Lake sediment 33.80 1.10  AMS 38.7 1.7  Colhoun et al. 1999 

SUA3040 Organic mud Lake sediment 14.20 0.23 does not date 
erosion 

Standard 
14C 

17.4 0.3  Colhoun et al. 1999 
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Type of sediment Age as  
reported 
(ka) 

Uncertainty 
(ka) 

Note Method Cal. 
Age 
(ka) 

Uncertainty 
(ka) 

Site no. 
in  
Table 1 

Reference 

SUA376 Charcoal Dunesand 15.74 0.70  Standard 
14C 

19.0 0.8  Hopf et al. 2000 
GaK5968 Not stated Quartzite gravels 13.87 0.82  Standard 

14C 
16.6 0.8  Colhoun 2002 

GaK486 Charcoal In buried A horizon overlain by solifluctate, 
Florentine valley 

14.20 0.70  Standard 
14C 

17.1 1.0  Colhoun 2002 
W3520 Sand Aeolian sediments 31.8 1.4  TL   3 McIntosh et al. 

2004 
W3280 Sand Aeolian sediments 27.9 1.3  TL   3 McIntosh et al. 

2004 
W3281 Sand Aeolian sediments 26.6 1.  TL   3 McIntosh et al. 

2004 
W3425 Sand Aeolian sediments 28.2 1.7  TL   3 McIntosh et al. 

2004 
W3426 Sand Aeolian sediments 25.3 1.3  TL   3 McIntosh et al. 

2004 
W3282 Sand Aeolian sediments 27.9 1.3  TL   3 McIntosh et al. 

2004 
Wk10555 Wood 

(roots) 
Aeolian sediments 0.215 0.06 modern penetrant 

roots 
Standard 
14C 

0.2 0.1 3 McIntosh et al. 
2004 

EF06 Sand Terrace 3 gravelly medium sand 61.3 7.1  OSL    Clark et al. 2006 
EF12 Sand Fan erosion unaffected by fault 47.7 7.5  OSL    Clark et al. 2006 
EF17 Sand Terrace 2 fine sandy loam 28.0 2.6  OSL    Clark et al. 2006 
EF08 Sand Old channel in lower part of fan gravels 28.8 5.2  OSL    Clark et al. 2006 
EF09 Sand Fan gravels below scarp 28.1 1.9  OSL    Clark et al. 2006 
EF11 Sand Fan gravels 25.3 4.0  OSL    Clark et al. 2006 
SF10 Sand Fan deposits >173   OSL    Clark et al. 2006 

EF03 Sand Erosion fan post Tce 10 18.7 1.3 tectonic influence OSL    Clark et al. 2006 

EF15 Sand Erosion off fault scarp 17.2 1.0 tectonic influence OSL    Clark et al. 2006 

EF07 Sand Medium silty sand  102. 14.  OSL    Clark et al. 2006 

EF14 Sand Lacustrine clayey sand 11.0 0.7 tectonic influence OSL    Clark et al. 2006 
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Table 1 

Reference 

TNE9503 Sand Dunesand., Waterhouse 21.8 1.3  OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9504 Sand Dunesand, Kurani 0.06 0.03 post-
European 

OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9505 Sand Dunesand, Kurani 23.0 1.4  OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9506 Sand Dunesand, Kurani 23.8 1.6  OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9507 Sand Dunesand, South Croppies 0.01 0.0 post-
European 

OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9517 Sand Dunesand, Barooga 19.7 1.4  OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9518 Sand Dunesand, Barooga 17.1 1.2  OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9722 Sand Dunesand, Barooga 19.2 1.4  OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9723 Sand Dunesand, Tomahawk 17.6 1.4  OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9724 Sand Dunesand, Tomahawk 17.8 1.0  OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9725 Sand Dunesand, Tomahawk 16.8 0.9  OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

TNE9726 Sand Dunesand, Tomahawk 16.8 1.2  OSL    Duller and Augustinus 
2006 

Wk17270 Charcoal Colluvium 24.745 0.29  AMS 29.7 0.5 1 Maynes Hill 
Wk17844 Charcoal In silty/fine sandy fan deposits, Maynes 

Road 
>42.0   AMS   2 Maynes Road 

Wk17845 Charcoal In silty fan alluvium, Maynes Road 12.332 0.11  Standard 
14C  

14.5 0.4 2 Maynes Road 
Wk16265 Charcoal Aeolian sediments 21.995 0.26  AMS 26.4 0.5 3 Cradoc Hill 
Wk18804 Charcoal  Aeolian sediments 26.093 0.30  AMS 31.0 0.4 3 Cradoc Hill 

Wk18161 Charcoal Fan alluvium from granite, Rayners Hill 28.159 0.27  Standard 
14C 

32.6 0.4 4 Rayners Hill 

W3913 Sand Dunesand 14.5 1.4  TL   5 Dunlin Dune 

W3914 Sand Dunesand 15.9 1.3  TL   5 Dunlin Dune 

W3915 Sand Dunesand 21.0 1.5  TL   5 Dunlin Dune 

W3916 Sand Dunesand 23.5 1.8  TL   5 Dunlin Dune 

W3917 Sand Dunesand 26.3 2.1  TL   5 Dunlin Dune 

W3918 Sand Dunesand 29.0 2.4  TL   5 Dunlin Dune 
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(ka) 
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Table 1 

Reference 

WK16268 Wood Laminated silts >40   Standard 14C   6 Blakes Opening 
Wk16269 Charcoal Fine sandy and silty fan deposits 38.451 0.59  Standard 14C 42.9 0.7 6 Blakes Opening 
Wk16266 Charcoal Fan alluvium >50   Standard 14C   6 Blakes Opening 
Wk18801 Charcoal Fan alluvium >41.317   AMS   6 Blakes Opening 
Wk18802 Charcoal Fan alluvium >42.354   AMS   6 Blakes Opening 
Wk18803 Charcoal Fan alluvium >45   AMS     6 Blakes Opening 
W3957 Sand Aeolian sands 24.6 1.8  TL   7 Sharps Gully 
W3958 Sand Aeolian sands 23.5 1.7  TL   7 Sharps Gully 
Wk18972 Charcoal Aeolian sands 25.175 0.26  AMS 30.1 0.3 7 Sharps Gully 
W3955 Sand Aeolian sediments, Slees Cutting 34.0 1.7  TL   8 Slees Cutting 
W3956 Sand Aeolian sediments, Slees Cutting 33.5 1.8  TL   8 Slees Cutting 
W3959 Sand Dunesand 18.7 1.2  TL   9 Southwood A 
W3960 Sand Dunesand 19.1 1.3  TL   9 Southwood A 
W4014 Silty sand Aeolian sediment 27.9 2.1  TL   10 Southwood B 
W4013 Silty sand Aeolian sediment 55.4 3.0 Reworked sediment TL   10 Southwood B 
W4012 Silty sand Aeolian sediment 47.8 3.4  TL   10 Southwood B 
W4011 Silty sand Aeolian sediment 51.3 3.7  TL   10 Southwood B 

W4010 Silty sand Aeolian sediment 52.3 3.5  TL   10 Southwood B 

W4009 Silty sand Aeolian sediment 59.3 3.4  TL   10 Southwood B 

Wk20286 Loam Aeolian sediment >40   AMS   10 Southwood B 

W3982 Sand Aeolian, Tobermory Farm >111 11 gleyed deposit TL   11 Tobermory Farm A 

W3969 Sand Aeolian, Tobermory Farm 49.6 3.9 gleyed deposit TL   12 Tobermory Farm B 
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Reference 

W3941 Sand West Coast, Italian River 9.8 1.3  TL   13 Italian River 
W4043 Sand West Coast, Italian River 21.0 2.6  TL   13 Italian River 
W3978 Sand West Coast, Sandy Cape 55.6 3.0  TL   14 Sandy cape 
W3979 Sand West Coast, Eva Point 12.9 1.6  TL   15 Eva Point 
W3976 Sand West Coast, Ingram Bay 13.1 1.6  TL   16 Ingram Bay 
W3977 Sand West Coast, Big Eel Creek 21.3 2.7  TL   17 Big Eel Creek 
W3980 Sand West Coast, Arthur River 9.2 1.0  TL   18 Arthur River 
W4015 Sand Alluvial fan >109 8  TL   19 Woodstock fan 
W4016 Sand Alluvial fan  158 12  TL   19 Woodstock fan 
Wk22697 Charcoal Dolerite colluvium (talus) 48.695 4.35  AMS 54.0 5.9 20 Counsel coupe 5E 
Wk22698 Charcoal Dolerite colluvium (talus) >45.20   AMS   20 Counsel coupe 5E 
Wk22699 Charcoal Dolerite colluvium (talus) >49.53   AMS   21 Counsel coupe 8C 
Wk22702 Wood Floodplain alluvium 0.179 0.037  Standard 14C 0.15 0.12 22 North Clancy stream

Wk22700 Charcoal Floodplain alluvium 2.102 0.033  AMS 2.1 0.1 22 North Clancy stream

Wk22703 Charcoal Fan alluvium   >46.165   AMS   23 Cokers Road 
Wk22695 Charcoal Colluvium 18.06 0.109  Standard 14C 21.8 0.4 24 Home Hill landslide 
Wk22696 Charcoal Colluvium 20.765 0.12  AMS 24.8 0.2 24 Home Hill landslide 

Wk22730 Charcoal Fan alluvium >45.745   Standard 14C   25 Scamander River 
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Appendix 2.  Analytical details, thermoluminescence dating, University of Wollongong. Note: the specific activity of these specimens was measured by 
means of calibrated thick source alpha counting over a 42 mm scintillation screen. The values shown assume secular equilibrium for both the U and Th 
decay chains. The uncertainty levels indicated represent one standard deviation. 
 
Specimen No.  W3913 W3914 W3915 W3916 W3917 W3918 W3941 W3955 W3956 W3957 W3958 

Field Reference  Dunlin    
0.78 m 

Dunlin    
1.31 m 

Dunlin    
2.09 m 

Dunlin    
2.46 m 

Dunlin    
2.73 m 

Dunlin    
3.33 m 

Italian River  
2.2 m 

Slees       
1.05 m  

Slees       
1.65 m 

Sharps    
1.95 m 

Sharps    
2.99 m 

Plateau Region (OC) 275–500 275–475 275–500 275–500 275–500 275–500 275–400 275–500 275–425 275–500 275–500 

Analysis Temp. (OC) 375 375 375 375 375 375 350 375 375 375 375 

Palaeodose (Grays) 14.6±1.2 16.3±1.1 20.6±0.9 27.3±1.7 29.8±1.9 33.4±2.3 5.2±0.6 74.4±3.2 78.7±3.8 38.7±2.5 53.1±3.5 

K Content (% by 
AES)  

0.61±0.05 0.61±0.05 0.62±0.05 0.76±0.05 0.72±0.05 0.85±0.05 0.145±0.005 1.18±0.05 1.30±0.05 0.84±0.05 0.99±0.05 

Rb Content                 
(ppm assumed) 

50±25 50±25 50±25 100±25 50±25 100±25 50±25 100±25 100±25 100±25 100±25 

Moisture Content           
(% by weight) 

5.6±3 8.3±3 9.5±3 4.8±3 8.0±3 11.1±3 9.8±3 10.6±3 10.4±3 5.4±3 7.0±3 

Specific Activity   
(Bq/kg U+Th) 

10.9±0.3 15.0±0.5 12.7±0.4 12.2±0.4 15.2±0.5 11.4±0.4 13.3±0.4 47.9±1.5 52.2±1.5 29.4±0.9 59.1±1.9 

Cosmic Contribution  
(μGy/yr assumed) 

185±25 185±25 150±25 144±25 142±25 141±25 150±25 185±25 150±25 150±25 150±25 

Annual Radiation 
Dose (μGy/yr) 

1010±56 1051±55 979±54 1162±57 1134±55 1154±53 527±24 2187±56 2347±56 1573±57 2259±61 

TL Age (ka) 14.5±1.4 15.9±1.3 21.0±1.5 23.5±1.8 26.3±2.1 29.0±2.4 9.8±1.3 34.0±1.7 33.5±1.8 24.6±1.8 23.5±1.7 
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Specimen No.  W3959 W3960 W3969 W3976 W3977 W3978 W3979 W3980 W3982 

Field Reference  Southwood A 
0.74 m 

Southwood A 
1.48 m 

Tobermory B 
3.50m 

Ingram Bay 
2.0 m  

Big Eel Creek 
2.0 m  

Sandy Cape 
1.5 m  

Eva Point    
2.1 m  

Arthur River 
0.8 m  

Tobermory A 
3.00 m 

Plateau Region (OC) 275–500 275–500 300–500 275–500 275–500 275–500 275–500 300–500 300–500 

Analysis Temp. (OC) 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 

Palaeodose (Grays) 30.8±1.8 26.8±1.8 81.3±6.2 6.3±0.7 6.2±0.6 48.6±2.2 6.1±0.7 4.7±0.5 >243±22 

K Content (% by AES)  0.395±0.005 0.330±0.005 0.475±0.005 0.085±0.005 0.060±0.005 0.380±0.005 0.080±0.005 0.160±0.005 0.56±0.05 

Rb Content                 
(ppm assumed) 

50±25 50±25 50±25 50±25 50±25 50±25 50±25 50±25 50±25 

Moisture Content           
(% by weight) 

12.3±3 15.9±3 16.6±3 3.6±3 3.0±3 7.7±3 4.4±3 8.2±3 22.0±3 

Specific Activity   
(Bq/kg U+Th) 

61.5±1.9 56.2±1.8 62.6±2.0 12.4±0.4 3.7±0.15 18.7±0.6 12.2±0.4 11.3±0.4 97.4±2.8 

Cosmic Contribution  
(μGy/yr assumed) 

185±25 150±25 150±25 150±25 150±25 150±25 150±25 150±25 150±25 

Annual Radiation Dose 
(μGy/yr) 

1645±33 1407±31 1637±33 485±25 290±25 874±25 471±24 513±25 2197±58 

TL Age (ka) 18.7±1.2 19.1±1.3 49.6±3.9 13.1±1.6 21.3±2.7 55.6±3.0 12.9±1.6 9.2±1.0 >111±11 
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Specimen No.  W4009 W4010 W4011 W4012 W4013 W4014 W4015 W4016 W4043 

Field Reference  Southwood B 
2.85 m 

Southwood B 
2.31 m 

Southwood B 
1.75 m 

Southwood B 
1.48 m 

Southwood B 
1.00 m 

Southwood B 
0.45 m 

Woodstock     
2.7 m 

Woodstock     
7.0 m 

Italian River     
6.3 m 

Plateau Region (OC) 275–500 275–375 275–500 275–500 275–500 275–500 300–450 275–500 275–500 

Analysis Temp. (OC) 375 325 375 375 325 375 375 375 375 

Palaeodose (Grays) 146±8 138±8 138±10 132±9 134±7 57.9±4.0 >241±17 c.423±32 5.8±0.5 

K Content               
(% by AES)  

0.445±0.005 0.960±0.05 1.275±0.05 0.915±0.05 0.930±0.05 0.875±0.05 0.965±0.05 1.240±0.05 0.048±0.005 

Rb Content                 
(ppm assumed) 

50±25 100±25 100±25 100±25 100±25 100±25 100±25 100±25 50±25 

Moisture Content           
(% by weight) 

12.7±3 9.3±3 16.0±3 11.9±3 10.1±3 15.1±3 2.2±3 3.8±3 7.5±3 

Specific Activity   
(Bq/kg U+Th) 

107±3 83.2±2.6 79.8±1.9 96.1±2.1 72.4±2.3 61.7±1.9 52.3±1.5 64.6±1.8 4.3±0.2 

Cosmic Contribution  
(μGy/yr assumed) 

143±25 147±25 160±25 165±25 185±25 200±25 140±25 113±25 150±25 

Annual Radiation 
Dose (μGy/yr) 

2454±46 2643±64 2688±55 2757±59 2425±61 2076±56 2251±62 2674±62 275±24 

TL Age (ka) 59.3±3.4 52.3±3.5 51.3±3.7 47.8±3.4 55.4±3.0 27.9±2.1 >109±8 c.158±12 21.0±2.6 
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